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Abstract
This paper discusses the development of a Controls Lab Station for the rapid-prototyping
of control systems and hardware-in-the-loop simulation. The Controls Lab Station
consists of an IBM-compatible PC and the MX3 1 Development System from Integrated
Motions, Inc. Functionality is achieved through a mix of standard and custom software
packages. The proper use of the system is outlined including the overall design cycle
concept. The integration of system components is summarized, and specific control
experiments are discussed using a specific plant. The chosen plant is a servo-driven
gripper with finger-mounted force sensors, capable of supporting both position and force
control. The custom designed gripper interface box and software utilities are discussed.
Several "learn-by-example" control experiments for the gripper are explained in detail,
and the results presented.
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1.0 Introduction
The concept of rapid prototyping has historically been associated with mechanical design
and machining technologies. In these fields, a rapid prototyping implementation typically
resulted in the capability to quickly produce mock-up parts through such means as
stereolithography, etc. For example, a part designed using a state-of-the-art 3-D CAD
system could easily be realized in plastic in only a few hours using this technology. This
was useful for testing such factors as functionality, fit, manufacturability and aesthetics.
As a result of this technology, engineering costs as well as cycle times could be reduced.
However, recent developments in dynamic simulation and DSP technology have made
possible the extension of rapid prototyping to such arenas as control systems and control
algorithms [1]. Rapid prototyping in this sense implies that new control system concepts
can be designed, implemented, and tested long before the physical plant has been
developed. For example, an automobile fuel injection computer can be designed and
tested using only a software model of the characteristics of the actual injectormechanism.
Once the hardware has then been decided upon, the controller can be readily
implemented.
A specific subset of control system rapid prototyping known as "hardware-in-the-loop
simulation"has also recently come to light. In this method, the simulation model of the
physical plant in the control scheme is replaced with the actual hardware. An
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implementation of this method can be realized by removing the simulation model from
the control algorithm, and replacing it with hardware-specific actuator drivers, sensors,
and other physical components. This may be done to refine the control of an existing
device, or for final testing of a control algorithm before production begins.
The advantages of applying the rapid prototyping ideology to control systems are
obvious. Previously, simulation, control design, and controller implementation were
largely separate, independent tasks performed by more than one individual, and often
implemented in a prolonged, serial fashion. The above mentioned technologies offer the
potential to significantly reduce controller development and installation time as well as
opportunities for improved understanding of the process under control. Furthermore, the
cost of these technologies has dropped significantly, largely due to vendor competition
and continual improvements, thereby increasing the number of applications and
expanding the user base. Example commercial systems of varying capabilities and price
are offered by combinations of software products from the Mathworks, Inc. and
compatible hardware and software products from dSPACE, Inc. or Integrated Motions,
Inc. Alternatively, Integrated Systems Inc. offers an integrated one vendor solution.
The following sections investigate the development and use of a "Controls Lab
Station,"
a workstation which utilizes the abovementioned rapid prototyping and hardware-in-the-
loop simulation technologies. A specific physical plant will be used as an example, and
several control scenarios will be illustrated.
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2.0 System Overview
The Controls Lab Station is the culmination of a tight integration of several recent
hardware and software technologies. The result is an environment which allows the rapid
prototyping of control systems on actual physical devices (see Figures 1 and 2 below).
Specifically, the physical plant under consideration is a servo-controlled end effector
(Gripper), equipped with both position encoding and fingertip force sensors.
Figure 1 : Controls Lab Station with TRI Gripper
Since the Controls Lab Station is capable of running true hardware-in-the-loop
simulations, real-time data can be collected and used to create design improvements. In
this sense, the system allows for the rapid-prototyping of controller designs for the
Gripper. However, due to this rapid-prototyping nature, the Controls Lab Station may
not be suitable for the actual implementation of the proven controller design.
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Figure 2: Controls Lab Station Device Layout
One of the key elements in rapid-prototyping is automatic code generation [2]. It allows
the user to focus on controller design, without having to be concerned about creating the
algorithm which implements it. This is especially important during the fine-luning phase
of controller design, where the frequency of design iterations tends to increase. The
automation of the code-generation tasks speeds up the iteration process, and eliminates
the chance for user error. Software installed on the Controls Lab Station PC allows
exactly this. From the user's graphical block diagram, code is automatically created,
compiled, and downloaded to the MX31 Development System (see Figure 2). This is
accomplished by simply choosing a fewmenu items; the user need not be knowledgeable
in any particular progranrming language.
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A second important feature of a rapid-prototyping system is the ability to log and
analyze data. Essentially, data collected during previous simulations is studied in order to
facilitate subsequent controller and/or parameter revisions. This feature is implemented in
a very elegant manner, in that data is returned in the same variable names called out
within the simulation block diagram. In other words, collected data is readily available
within the software design environment, without the need for post-processing or
formatting logged information. Also, this enables macros or subroutines to be set up to
perform commonly repeated tasks (i.e., graphing Time vs. Position, etc.) on collected
data.
2.1 Design Process
The design process itself takes on a cycle similar to that shown in Figure 3 below. As can
be seen, the design process follows the same flow lines regardless of the physical plant
being used. This feature means that the user needs to become familiar with the Lab
Station equipment only once, and then use it for various experiments without the need for
re-training, etc. Again, this permits the user to concentrate mainly on the design aspects
of the cycle.
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Figure 3: Controls Lab Station typical design cycle
Once a plant has been chosen for study and an initial model of the plant dynamics
developed, the task is then to design a control system which gives the desired plant
response. Basically, the user creates a closed-loop control system around the plant
model. In the case of the TRI Gripper, this control system can be based on either position
or force (grasping) control. The simulation is created using the various software packages
(MATLAB, SIMULINK, etc.) on an IBM-compatible PC. Once a suitable control
system has been built (in simulation diagram form in SIMULINK), automatic code
generation tools are used (Real-Time Workshop, RTLinkTM, etc.) to transparently
translate the simulation diagram into C code. This code is then automatically compiled
using Texas
Instruments' C31 compiler, and downloaded to the MX31 Development
System. The user then chooses when to start and/or stop the simulation. When the
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simulation is complete, any stored data is automatically uploaded to the PC.
MATLAB
can then be used to plot and analyze the data. This allows the user to study the results of
the current controller design, and make adjustments if necessary. The updated block
diagram can be re-compiled, and the process begins anew.
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3.0 Hardware
Although comprised of only two main components, the Controls Lab Station represents
the latest in DSP-based technology for control system design (see Figure 1). The central
device is theMX31 Development System from IntegratedMotions Inc. This unit contains
the Texas Instruments' C31 DSP chip, and other motion control hardware. The MX31 is
connected to the host PC by a standard RS232 (serial) cable throughwhich it receives the
compiled control code. These two components together define the Controls Lab Station.
Essentially, any device can be connected to the Controls Lab Station transparently. That
is, the user need not make any changes to this independent system in order to
accommodate a specific device.
Ancillary devices are then attached to the MX31's I/O ports to serve as the
"plant"
under
investigation (see Figure 4). In this instance, the device being driven by the MX31 is a
TRI Corporation's EP 100/30 Servo End Effector. It interfaces to theMX31 via a custom
"Interface Box" which contains a motor amplifier and force sensor signal amplifiers and
filters. These two elements, the Gripper and Interface Box, together will be considered
the plant. This plant is mteresting in that it provides the opportunity to develop, simulate,
and analyze both position and force control algorithms. Communications between the
Controls Lab Station and the plant consist of motor drive signals, encoder feedback, and
force sensor output signals.
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It is important to again note that the Controls Lab Station is defined as a separate entity
from the plant being investigated. However, as a demonstration of a complete design
experiment, the TRI Gripper and custom interface box will also be discussed here. The
following subsections will each deal with the details of one of the specific hardware
components and its respective communications flow.
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Plant
1 . Compiled Control
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7. Data collected during !
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MX 3 1 Development
System
2. Motor Command
Signal
6. Amplified
Force Voltage
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Figure 4: Controls Lab Station and Plant Interconnection.
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3.1 IBM-compatible PC
Serving as the user interface to the Controls Lab Station is an IBM-compatible 486DX2-
80 Mhz PC. It is equipped with 16 Megabytes of RAM and a 720 Megabyte hard drive.
The current operating system is
Microsoft Windows 95. Communications with the
MX31 Development System are achieved via a standard RS232 port. The PC's RS232
(serial) port is not 16550 UART-compatible; this limits transmit and receive rates to 9600
baud. The installation of such a serial port could increase speeds to 38000 baud.
However, at the current speed, most compiled models will download to the MX3 1 in less
than 60 seconds. Also, on average, 2048 points of collected real-time data will upload
back to the PC in less than 30 seconds.
The PC serves also as the host of the software development environment. The specifics of
the software packages being used will be discussed later in Section 4.0 Software, but it is
important to mention here that the PC provides the user interface to all elements of the
Controls Lab Station. For example, the main development environment, compiler, MX3 1
build parameters, download protocol, and instruction sets for the MX3 1 all reside on the
PC.
3.2 MX31 Development System
The MX31 Developer's System provides a turn-key solution for running DSP
applications such as signal processing and motion control. The system is equipped with
Integrated Simulation and Control of a Servo-Driven End Effector
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an MX31 Motion Control (MC) daughterboard, currently used to interface to the TRI
Gripper via the custom Interface Box. The output limits of the MC daughterboard are
fixed at +/- 10 Vdc maximum. An additional MX31 Analog I/O daughterboard (AIO
12/2) adds another 2 inputs and 2 outputs. These extra connections are utilized by the
force sensors installed in the Gripper fingers. Inputs to the AIO 12/2 board must be
within the range of +/- 10Vdc. Complete specifications for the MX31 System and
daughterboards can be found in Appendices A and B.
One of the most useful analysis capabilities of the MX31 is the ability to log real-time
data. While the setup and analysis of collected data falls into the software domain, there
are certain system and hardware considerations worthy ofnote here.
The base MX31 system contains 64 Kilowords (128 KB) of volatile RAM. For a
moderate sized model, 16Kw is used by the Real-Time Workshop and MX31 kernels,
kernel-dedicated memory, and model code [3]. This leaves no more than 48 Kw ofRAM
available for data logging. As an example, a typical model may be setup to log time (T)
and three outputs (Y), using four 12 Kw buffers. With a standard sample time of 1 msec,
this means that 12.287 seconds ofdata could be stored.
The mimmum sample time is largely dependent on the complexity and size of the model.
However, if amodel employs the AIO 12/2 (Analog I/O daughterboard), sample time can
Integrated Simulation and Control of a Servo-Driven End Effector
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be no less than .2 msec. In the case of a larger model, expect sample times to be no
shorter than 1 msec.
3.3 TRI Gripper
A servo-controlled end effector equipped with finger-mounted force sensors provides an
ideal plant for the user to control, as both force and position control can be implemented.
In this case, a TRI Corp. EP 100/30 Gripper is utilized. Vendor specifications are given in
Appendix C. Figure 5 below shows a picture of the EP 100/30.
Figure 5: TRI EP 100/30 Servo-controlled Gripper
The Gripper is equipped with a non-backdriveable screw drive transmission, so finger
position is maintained without an applied motor input voltage. For position encoding, a
Hewlett-Packard HEDS-9100 optical incremental encoder is utilized which is self-
contained within the TRI Gripper main body. The encoder uses a standard two channel
Integrated Simulation and Control of a Servo-Driven End Effector
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quadrature output to detect the rotary motion of the screw drive. Resolution of the
encoder is dependent upon the type of codewheel used; the supplied HEDS-5120
codewheel has a resolution of 512 Counts/Revolution. The 5Vdc power requirements of
the encoder are supplied by the MX31's Analog I/O daughterboard (see Appendix B for
wiring details). Complete encoder specifications are given in Appendix D.
Force sensing is accomplished via the use of an analog force sensor in each finger. The
force sensor output is approximately +/- 125 mVdc/Vdc of supplied voltage. Since a +/-
10 Vdc power supply is used for the force sensors, actual output voltage is approximately
+/- 1.25 Vdc at full scale for each sensor. This voltage is obtained with an applied
maximum load of 60 lbs per sensor, as per the vendor's specifications. An independent
supply was used for the force sensors in an attempt to minimize noise effects from the
mainmotor power supply.
3.4 Interface Box
An interface box was designed and built to provide a seamless, hassle-free means of
connecting the TRI Gripper to the MX3 1 Development System. It provides three main
functions: amplification of the Gripper motor input signal, filtering/amplification of the
Gripper force sensor outputs, and a manual Gripper drive. Each function will be
discussed in detail in the following subsections, and a complete wiring diagram of this
subsystem is given in Appendix E.
Integrated Simulation and Control of a Servo-Driven End Effector
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3.4.1 Motor Amplifier
Amotor amplifier is required to step up the voltage output of the MX3 1 in order to match
the drive requirements of the Gripper motors. The TRI Gripper requires voltage in the
range of +/- 12-48 Vdc, while the MX31 MC daughterboard can only supply a range of
+/- 0-10 Vdc. An Advanced Motion Controls' (AMC) Model 5A5 amplifier and
MC1X510 mounting card were chosen because of low price, small footprint, ease of
setup and low power requirements. See Appendix F for specifications and setup
directions for this device. It is designed to drive brush type DC motors, and for this
application is set up to run in voltage mode. In this mode, the output voltage follows the
input voltage. Pot 3 on the amp card (See Appendix F) sets the current limit; this has been
adjusted to limit motor input current to 3.5 amps as per TRI's specifications. Pots 1 and 2
can be adjusted to set the reference offset and gain, respectively.
3.4.2 Force Sensor Signal Filter /Amplifier
A simple filter/amplifierwas created in order to step up the output voltage of the Gripper
force sensors. This acts to add resolution to the signal since the full range of the sensor
output now almost matches the limits of theMX31 Analog daughterboard's inputs. Since
the Gripper uses two independent force sensors, two separate amplifier circuits were
built. Shown in Appendix E is the wiring diagram of the device.
Integrated Simulation and Control of a Servo-Driven End Effector
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The main component of the filter/amplifier circuitry is a Burr-Brown INA114
Instrumentation Amplifier 8-pin DIP chip. This device was chosen based on a number of
factors, the major ones being low cost, excellent accuracy, largely variable gain, and
small power requirements. Specifications for this component are listed in Appendix G.
The circuit is mounted on a breadboard inside of the Interface Box. The 10KQ trim pots
have each been set to 8 KQ, yielding a gain of 7.25 for each of the INA114 chips.
Therefore, with full load output of the force sensors at 1 .25 Vdc, the MX3 1 Analog
daughterboard will see an amplified voltage of 9.0625 Vdc. By using the entire range of
the Analog daughterboard's input voltage (+/- lOVdc), it is possible to gain the highest
possible precision in force sensor load detection.
3.4.3 Manual Gripper Drive
Since the MX31 is a rapid-prototyping system, where a single model is run and then
removed from the volatile memory, the Gripper fingers can sometimes be left in an
undesired position when the model terminates. Or, mistakes in the model parameters can
cause undesired results. Thus, it was necessary to provide a manual override for the
Gripper.
The manual Gripper drive was realized by using three electrical switches. The first, an
SPST type switch, simply cuts high power to the AMC 5A5 motor amplifier. This acts as
an Emergency-Stop to immediately halt Gripper finger motion in case of an accident or
Integrated Simulation and Control of a Servo-Driven End Effector
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undesired operation due to model error. The second switch, another SPST type, allows
the user to select between "computer" or "manual" control. Grippermotion caused by the
MX31 is enabled with the switch in "computer" mode. In "manual" mode, the MX31 is
prevented from driving the Gripper, and control is passed to the third switch. This last
switch, a DPST momentary-contact type, has no effect when in
"computer"
mode.
However, when in "manual" mode, the switch can be used to drive the Gripper fingers
slowly in either direction when it is thrown from its center-off position. Essentially, a
minimal voltage (+/- lOVdc) is applied to the Gripper motor. Holding the switch in one
position will open the Gripper fingers; holding it in the other position reverses voltage
polarity and thus causes the Gripper fingers to close. This
"manual"
mode feature allows
the user to ready the Gripper for another trial of a newly downloaded model. For
example, if testing a simple grasping model, the user will want to have the fingers in a
common open position before each run.
Integrated Simulation and Control of a Servo-Driven End Effector
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4.0 Software
The software of the Controls Lab Station not only provides a user interface for creating a
control system, but also performs the compilation and downloading of the control code.
This software which allows the Controls Lab Station to function as an integrated system
is a mix of standard purchased software packages, as well as custom
MATLAB files,
SIMULINK libraries, and utilities. Each will be discussed below, with an emphasis on
the custom software developed for this application.
4.1 Standard Software : MATLAB Environment
The Mathworks' MATLAB, SIMULINK, and Real-Time Workshop [4-6] provide
the foundation for the Controls Lab Station software environment. These packages work
together with software for the LMI MX3 1 to give the user access to the necessary tools for
creating and analyzing control algorithms for any given plant.
TheMATLAB package is a powerful software application developed initially formatrix
manipulation. It is an interactive system whose basic data element is a matrix which does
not require dimensioning.
MATLAB has been used for general numerical computation,
applied linear algebra, and algorithm prototyping as well as problem solving for
automatic control theory and digital signal processing.
MATLAB
also has an inherent
upgrade capability in the form of application-specific toolboxes. Toolboxes consist of
collections of
MATLAB functions, which are invoked transparently to expand
Integrated Simulation and Control of a Servo-Driven End Effector
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MATLAB's capabilties. The toolboxes which are used by the Controls Lab Station will
be discussed in the following paragraphs.
4.1.1 MATLAB Toolbox : SIMULINK
STMULINK is a dynamic system simulation package which extends MATLAB's
capabilities by using a graphical "drag & drop" type interface to create block diagrams.
A simulation model can be created by simply choosing the appropriate function blocks,
and interconnecting the blocks with directional flow arrows. Inputs to the simulation can
come from the MATLAB workspace (as matrices), and simulated outputs can be
displayed as graphs or stored in MATLAB variables. This method is the basis for
creating and simulating control systems, prior to implementation on real world hardware.
- nixi
File Clipboard ErBt Options irarJation Style Code
Step Input Sum 8+1
Transfer Fen Gain
Gain
\*
Graph
Figure 6: Sample SIMULINKBlock Diagram
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4.1.2 MATLAB Toolbox : Signal Processing and Control Systems
The Signal Processing and Control Systems toolboxes add functionality required during
the design and analysis of block diagrams for plant control. The Signal Processing
toolbox adds functions for digital filters, time-series analysis, and FFT analysis. The
Control Systems toolbox includes functions for control engineering and systems theory.
These toolboxes appear as additional block libraries in SEVIULINK. Any individual
block can be used in a given model simply by dragging and dropping it from the library
to the current model.
4.1.3 MATLAB Toolbox : MX31 SIMULINK Library
Included as a part of the IMI Developer's System package, the MX31
SIMULINK
Library contains a set of device driver blocks built specifically to communicate to the
MX31. These blocks represent the link between the MX31 hardware and the
SIMULINK
graphical model. This allows the user a symbolic method of controlling
data flow to and from the MX31. The Analog I/O and Motion Control daughterboards
each have an independent subset of function blocks. Specific examples of the use of the
blocks within this library will be discussed in Section 6.0 Results and Demonstrations.
For reference, the MX31
SIMULINK Library is contained in the file MX31LIB.M
within the C : \MATLAB\TOOLBOX\CODEGEN subdirectory.
Integrated Simulation and Control of a Servo-Driven End Effector
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4.1.4 MATLAB Add-on : Real-TimeWorkshop
The Real-Time Workshop can be run directly from SIMULINK, and allows the user
to compile the current block diagram using an external compiler. In this way, a sample
block diagram can be compiled and downloaded to use in an embedded control
application. The Real-TimeWorkshop essentially provides a link between the compiler
and SIMULINK, without the need to exit theMATLAB environment.
4.1.5RTLINK /MX31 C Libraries
RTLINK and the MX31 C Libraries work in conjunction with the Real-Time
Workshop to create code which will run specifically on the MX31 Development
System. At this point, RTLINK is still
"beta"
software, meaning it is still in the testing
phase, and all features are not yet supported. RTLINK works in the background,
simply modifying the functionality of the Real-Time Workshop. While the Real-Time
Workshop interfaces SIMULrNK to the compiler, RTLINK essentially customizes
the actions of the Real-Time Workshop to use the MX31 Library routines and create
code specifically for theMX3 1 .
Integrated Simulation and Control of a Servo-Driven End Effector
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Figure 7: RTLINK Code Generation Options
The main RTLINK screen (see Figure 7) appears when the Real-Time Workshop is
invoked from any
SIMULINK
model window. This presents the user with several
choices, such as the type of discrete-time algorithms to use, as well as data logging
parameters. Since the current release ofRTLINK is still in the beta testing phase, only
Time(T) and To Workspace variables can be chosen for data logging. Future
revisions ofRTLINK will enable the other options plus additional features.
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4.1.6 Texas Instruments' C31 Compiler
The compiler required to create code for the MX31 is Texas
Instruments' C31 compiler.
This valuable tool resides on the host PC independent of the Controls Lab Station design
environment (MATLAB, etc.) and is a fully functional complete version of a C
compiler. However, severalMATLAB initialization files were modified in order for this
compiler to become the default when creating code using RTLINK (see Section 4.2.1
Custom MATLAB Files below). It should be noted that Texas Instruments graciously
provided the C31 Compiler free of charge as an educational tool.
4.2 Custom Software
Several pieces of customized software were created in order to tightly integrate the
standard software packages discussed above. This results in a user-friendly environment,
where the user can concentrate efforts on the design experiment, without the need to
develop extensive code for a given application. In addition, a custom SIMULINK TRI
Library was created by the author in order to simplify the use of the TRI Gripper. Since
this plant has such widespread uses and educational value, this library was built to
provide users with commonly used tools in a simple drag-and-drop style library.
Integrated Simulation and Control of a Servo-Driven End Effector
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4.2.1 CustomMATLAB Files
In order to create a user-friendly design environment for the Controls Lab Station, several
MATLAB
standard initialization files were slightly modified. By doing so, the out-of-
the-box MATLAB software package became better suited to act as the design
environment for the Controls Lab Station. Although the basic functionality and feel of
MATLAB
was retained, the customization enabled a design environment focused
around simulation and development for the IMI MX31 Developer's System.
The custom files perform actions necessary to integrate the many software components,
as well as set up pointers and variables necessary for code generation for the MX3 1 . Two
main files are involved in this custom initialization: STARTUP. M and MATLABRC.M.
The first of these files informs MATLAB to use RTLINK when compiling, while the
latter loads the custom IMI Control Panel and TRI Gripper libraries. Also, a default
model sample time of .001 sec is set up in the variable Ts. Both of these files exist in the
C : \MATLAB\ subdirectory. For reference, a listing of these files is included in Appendix
H. It is suggested that backup copies of these files be maintained, especially before
attempting anymodifications.
4.2.2 IMI Control Panel
The IMI Control Panel was created in order to group several commonly used commands
together in a graphical interface. This gives the user quicker access to commands needed
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when using the Controls Lab Station. The window was created using standard
MATLAB
script syntax, and the file is stored as IMI.M in the C:\MATLAB\
subdirectory on the host PC. A listing of this script is given in Appendix I.
File Edit
Windows Help
'Remote Control'
Demos...
H E LP!
About
TRI Library
MX31 Library
MX31 monitor
Simulink
Figure 8: Custom Control Panel
The DVII Control Panel pops up automatically when
MATLAB is started on the host
PC. Figure 8 above shows the available commands which can be invoked simply by
clicking the appropriate pushbutton. As can be seen from Figure 8, options range from
online help and demos to commands and functions for theMX3 1 and the TRI Gripper.
It should be noted that any commands listed on the Control Panel can also be invoked by
giving the appropriate command at the
MATLAB
prompt. However, in keeping with the
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goal of a user-friendly environment, an organized point-and-click interface was deemed
to be more desirable. If additional functionality is needed, the contents of the Control
Panel window can be modified simply by editing the script contained within the file
IMI.M.
4.2.3 Online Help
As an additional feature to help new users avoid common mistakes, the Controls Lab
Station is equipped with online help files. By clicking on the appropriate button on the
IMI Control Panel (see Figure 8), aDOS window opens and displays helpful information.
The HELP! button will display data in a familar question-and-answer type format. The
About. .. button displays important background information about the Controls Lab
Station, as well as a "quick
start"
guide to creating control algorithms in SIMULINK.
When finished, the DOS window closes automatically and the user is returned to the
MATLAB design environment. This is convenient in that the user does not need to save
data and exitMATLAB in order to gain access to the help files. By having basic helpful
tips available from within MATLAB, the user can learn more quickly and create
working control algorithms in a shorter period of time.
The help files are simple DOS text files contained within the C : \MATLAB\ subdirectory.
The file names are IMIHELP . M and IMIABOUT . M. Complete listings of these two files
have been placed in Appendix J as a reference. Also, see the MATLAB script in
Appendix I for details on how the files are invoked from the Control Panel.
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4.2.4 TRI Library
The TRI Library is a set of custom SIMULINK blocks that provide unit conversion
utilities for use with the TRI Gripper plant. Two main functions can be performed: 1)
convert encoder counts to inches, and 2) convert force sensor voltage to average grasping
force. Shown in Figure 9 below is the library as it appears when called from the Control
Panel.
?jxj
File Clipboard Edit Option; Simulation Style Co/Je
These blocks convert Encoder Counts to Inches
of opening for the TRI Gripper.
=0 T3
Counts>lnches Inches>Counts
For the detailed relationships used to create these blocks, see trilib2.rn
These blocks convert force sensor voltage to
Lbf Measurements.
0
Volts->Force
Left Sensor
>%>
Volts->
Avg. Gripper Force
pg
Volts->Force
Right Sensor
Created 9/27/96 by Thomas LeBlanc
Figure 9: TRI Library
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The purpose of this library is to allow the user to use convenient units while creating
controllers for the TRI Gripper plant. For example, rather than attempting to use encoder
counts as the feedback in a position control experiment, the Counts> Inches block can be
used to convert the values into actual inches ofopening of the Gripper fingers. The blocks
can be used in any
SDVIULINK
model, and are simply a 1 -input, 1 -output style.
Essentially, a mathematical function is applied to the input port and sent thru the output
port. Section 5.0 Plant Integration will describe in detail how the blocks were created
for the TRI Gripper plant. Also, the related file names will be provided as a reference.
It should be noted that the TRI Library is intended to be used only when the TRI Gripper
and Interface Box is the plant being investigated. The equations used to perform the
conversions are only valid for the geometry and sensor characteristics of the TRI EP
100/30 Gripper, when used with the Interface Box. The TRI Library was created to not
only provide convenient utilities for the Gripper plant, but also to serve as an example of
how this type of utility can be implemented. If another plant is to be used, this library
will, at the very least, need to be modified. Since all blocks in the TRI Library were
created using SIMULINK's mask function, the user can choose to unmask any of the
blocks to see the underlying equations. Any modifications should be made on a copy of
the TRI Library, not the original itself.
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5.0 Plant Integration
In order to seamlessly interface the TRI Gripper plant to the Controls Lab Station, several
other software issues were taken into consideration. These include further filtering of the
force signal through software, force sensor calibration, and conversion utilities for the
force sensors and Gripper encoders. The result is a set of SIMULINK blocks which can
be used in a system model to greatly enhance any control algorithm for the TRI Gripper
plant.
It should be noted that these software tools and procedures are dedicated to the TRI
Gripper; the use of another plant may require similar development in order to integrate it
with the system. Also, due to the very nature of the MX31, the Controls Lab Station is
intended to be used as a development and analysis tool for the design of control systems
for real-world hardware. The author does not recommend using the Controls Lab Station
with the TRI Gripper in a fully-automated robotic application.
5.1 Software Force Sensor Filtering
During preliminary testing of the Force Sensor inputs to theMX31, it was discovered that
noise was still apparent in the force signal despite the filtering done at the Interface Box.
This was determined to be caused by the close physical proximity of the PC, MX31,
Interface Box, and DC power supplies. Thus, it was necessary to further filter the force
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signal to eliminate noise. This was accomplished by using a
SIMULINK Filter block,
specifically a Low-Pass Butterworth Filter.
A second-order Low-Pass Butterworth Filter was chosen due to its flat response and
minimal phase shift (time delay) at low frequencies. Also, since the filter is entirely
software (i.e., filtering occurs at runtime), it is more precise than a hard-wired filter, and
there will no opportunity for noise to re-enter the signal. This allows us to effectively
filter out the signal with an essentially transparent
"device." That is, no further
degradation of the force signal should occur through this filtering process.
Although the SIMULINK libraries contain a ready-to-use Butterworth Filter block, the
derivation will be presented here as an exercise. Using a standard Butterworth form [7], a
second-order low-pass filter has a transfer function represented by:
H(ja>) = (Eqnl)
!-(/J2 +j(V2)(a>/a)J
where coco is defined as the cutoff frequency. Expressing (Eqn 1) in terms ofH(s) and
simplifying, the result is:
co
2
H(s) = (Eqn 2)
s2 + (V2)scoco +co roco2
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Examining just the denominator of (Eqn 2), we get:
s2+1.4(Bcos +
coco2 (Eqn 3)
As determined experimentally, choosing /co = 25 Hz gives satisfactory filtering with little
or no magnitude effect on the data. This low value was chosen to eliminate most of the
frequency content of the sampled force data, where significant noisewas present at
approx. 28 Hz. Therefore, we can determine coco:
wco = 2tt(/co) = 157.08 rad/s (Eqn 4)
Thus, the denominator becomes:
52+(219.91> + (24674.13) (Eqn 5)
Finally, referring back to (Eqn 2), the second-order Low-Pass Butterworth filter becomes:
24674.13
H(s) = (Eqn 6)
s2+(219.91> + (24674.13)
In order to verify that the filter would exhibit the expected characteristics,
MATLAB
was used (specifically, the BODE(num,den) command) to obtain a bode plot of the
filter as shown in Figure 10 below. As can be seen from the magnitude plot, the filter acts
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truly transparent at low frequencies, and acts to filter out frequencies above 25 Hz (157
rad/s).
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Figure 10: Bode Plot - 2nd Order Low-pass Butterworth Filter
This filter can be realized in SIMULINK by simply adding the Butterworth HR LP Filter
block to the existing block diagram. This discrete-time filter block requires three input
parameters: cutofffrequency, order, and sample time. These parameters can be set by
simply double-clicking on the filter block to open the value-entry window. Since we are
using a second-order filter, a value of 2 is placed into the order parameter. While the
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order value is relatively straight-forward, the determination of the cutofffrequency and
sample time parameters require some explanation. As used in (Eqn 4) above, a cutoff
frequency of 25 Hzwas experimentally determined:
Ac = 25 Hz (Eqn 7)
The cutofffrequency parameter for the Butterworth Filter block is defined as:
J CO
cutofffrequency = (Eqn 8)
1Nyquist
Where /Nyquist is defined as one-half the sample frequency, or:
Aycuist = (-5)* (Eqn 9)
Ifwe choose sample time Ts to be 1ms, we get:
Aw = 500 Hz (Eqn 10)
Therefore, the cutofffrequency parameter has a value of:
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cutofffrequency = (fco I /Nyquist) = (25 / 500) = .05 (Eqn 1 1)
Note that the actual filter cutoff frequency is dependent on the sample time value, Ts . For
the TRI Gripper plant, a default value of Ts = 1ms is set when
MATLAB is started. As
will be discussed later, the completed Butterworth Filter block has been placed into the
SIMULINK TRI Library, embedded into the Volts -+ Avg. Gripper Force block. See
Appendix K for a comparison of actual filtered and unfiltered force data, as logged by the
MX3 1 during a control experiment.
5.2 Force Sensor Calibration
The force sensors utilized by the TRI Gripper need to be calibrated for both slope and
offset. This was accomplished by applying a known load to each of the force sensors, and
measuring the output voltage at the Interface Box. Figure 1 1 shows the calibration setup.
Gripper Finger
Force Sensor Pad
Gripper Body
Calibrated
Weights
Balance Bar
Mounting Fixture
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Figure 11: Force Sensor Calibration Setup
As can be seen from Figure 11, a balance bar was used so that larger weights could be
placed on the force sensor, without interfering with the other Gripper finger. The weights
were individually checked to be accurate, and special care was taken to equally space
them on the balance bar. A series of measurements were taken for each force sensor,
using increasingly heavier weights. The Gripper was then rotated 180 so that the other
force sensor could be tested. For each value ofweight, a voltage reading was taken after
passing the signal through the amplifier / filter circuit in the Interface Box. This was done
since it is this amplified signal which will be fed back to the MX31 as an input.
Throughout the testing, each finger was supported on a mounting fixture, which was
verified to be level and non-compliant.
The results of the calibration testing, a series of data points, could then be used to
determine the required relationship between applied force and output voltage. A voltage
value for each sensor was also collected with zero weight on the balance bar, and this
value was subtracted from all subsequent values. This was done so that the weight of the
balance bar could be ignored in the calculations. The collected data was used to create
two graphs of Force vs. Voltage, one for each force sensor. A linear best fit line was
applied to the data to achieve the slope and offset values. The nomenclature will follow
that set forth by TRI Inc., where the
"left" Gripper finger is on the side of the Gripper
body which also has the cable connections (See Figure 5). As can be seen from Figures
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12 and 13, the force sensors demonstrate an extremely linear behavior. Also, the two
sensors have very similar characteristics as far as slope and offset are concerned.
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Figure 12: Force Sensor Calibration - Left Gripper Finger
Force Sensor Calibration - Right Sensor
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Figure 13: Force Sensor Calibration - Right Gripper Finger
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From the above figures it is apparent that the both force sensors have an offset which is
almost negligible. This is as one would expect, and the small error has two possible
explantions. First, the potential exists for a minimal amount of cross-talk between the two
sensors [8]. Since the sensor which was inverted during the data collection was
essentially exposed to a negative applied load (the weight of the force sensor pad being
pulled downward by gravity), this could have affected the data slightly. The second
explanation resides with the Interface Box itself. The Burr-Brown INA114
Instrumentation Amplifiers obtain their power from an independent +/- 10 Vdc power
supply. A slight offset could exist in this reference voltage, either due to the power supply
itself, or various losses within the force amplifier circuitry itself.
The equations determined from this calibration test were then used to create SIMULINK
blocks to provide unit conversion functions. See following subsections for details.
5.3 Force Sensor Utilities
The Force Sensor Utilities provided in the TRI Library provide the user with a group of
three
SIMULINK blocks which can be used in any simulation diagram. By using these
utilities, conversion of force sensor voltage to Gripper grasping force is easily obtained.
Each block is a simple one-input, one-output type, which performs algebraic
manipulations based on the data collected during the calibration experiments.
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The Volts -> Force (Left Sensor) and Volts -> Force (Right Sensor) blocks use standard
SIMULINK 2-D Lookup Table blocks to convert the values. A lookup table was chosen
over a direct algebraic manipulation (using the best-fit line obtained earlier) for two
reasons. First, a best-fit line inherently contains some amount of error, which may not be
neglible for some experiments. Second, the IMI MX31 can interpolate and process
lookup tables much faster than it can calculate results from a given equation. The
parameters defining these specific lookup tables reside in three MATLAB vectors
named left_yt, right_yt and calib_wt which contain calibration data for the left sensor
output voltage, right sensor output voltage, and calibration weight, respectively. If future
force sensor calibration is carried out, the user need only modify these vectors from the
MATLAB
window, and the blocks in the TRI Library will automatically reflect the
changes.
The Volts>Avg. Gripper Force block uses both of the Volts-* Force blocks discussed
above, uses them to calculate the average Gripper grasping force, and then applies the
second-order Butterworth filter. The resultant output is a clean, filtered value of the
average Gripper grasping force. Figure 14 shows the contents of the Volts ->Avg. Gripper
Force block. Typically, this diagram is compressed into one block (such as shown in
Figure 9) using the
"Group"
selection from the "Options" menu.
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Figure 14: TRI Library Force Sensor Utility: Volts - Avg. Gripper Force
5.4 Encoder Conversion Utilities
Since the Gripper opening is not linear with respect to motor position (encoder counts),
SIMULINK blocks had to be developed to perform this conversion. As in the case of the
force sensor conversion utilities, these blocks are a one-input, one-output type which
simply perform algebraic manipulations on the input. Based on equations supplied by
TRI Corp., two blocks were created to enable the user to readily convert between Gripper
motor encoder counts and inches ofGripper opening. Similar to the force sensor utilities,
these blocks also utilize lookup tables to perform the conversions. However, in this case,
it would have been preferable to use the actual supplied equations. This would yield
greater accuracy, but the processor load resulting from the calculations proved
prohibitive. Also, a sparsely populated lookup table had to be used (250 entries) in order
to fit into the MX31 memory. Since the full Gripper opening spans a range of
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approximately 50,000 encoder counts, some position error is expected due to
interpolation of this size-limited lookup table.
The counts* inches block is a 250 entry 2-D Lookup Table block using
MATLAB
vectors incnt and out inch. The inches-* counts block uses an identically sized lookup
table, but uses the vectors injnch and out_cnt. The values contained within these vectors
were obtained using the equations supplied by TRI Corp. (See Appendix L) in a
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. As with the force sensor utilities, modifying these vectors
directly from theMATLAB window will automatically update the lookup tables.
For future reference, the TRI conversion equations have been coded into two
SIMULINK diagrams, given the same names as the lookup tables discussed above (See
Appendix L). Future memory or processor upgrades of the MX31 may allow the use of
these equation-based systems and yield better positioning accuracy. Again, the current
system prohibits the use of these equations directly due to processor limitations.
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6.0 Demonstrations / Results
In order to demonstrate the capabilities of the Controls Lab Station and the TRI Gripper,
several basic control and analysis examples were developed. By showcasing specific
experiments, the following subsections will serve as a "learn by
example"
guide to the
fundamentals of using the Controls Lab Station. It is the author's intent that users of the
Controls Lab Station will study and understand these experiments when first becoming
familiar with the equipment. Then, users will be poised to further the research either by
developing more robust and accurate controllers for the TRI Gripper plant, or by
integrating another plant entirely.
6.1 Open Loop Velocity Control
Perhaps the most simple controller possible with the TRI Gripper is an Open Loop
Velocity Controller. The term "open loop
control"
merely indicates that feedback from
the plant is not used in determining future plant inputs. However, although basic in
nature, some interesting data can be collected from this experiment. In the case of the DC
motors which drive the Gripper, a voltage input to the motor results in a velocity response
from the Gripper finger mechanism. Since we are using open loop control, the voltage
input to the plant is independent of the resulting Gripper finger velocity.
In this case, the plant input will be a step function. Typically, a step function with unity
magnitude would be used. However, since the input to theMotion ControlDAC block is
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in terms of voltage, and the full-scale output voltage from the MX31 is 10 volts, we will
set the step function to a magnitude of 10 Vdc. (Refer back to Section 3.2 MX31
Development System for details). This essentially means we wish to drive the Gripper
motor as fast as possible. The Advanced Motion Controls' 5A5 amplifier within the
Interface Box will amplify this 10 Vdc signal up to 48 Vdc, the maximum allowable to
the Grippermotors.
The block diagram used to realize this open loop control is given in Figure 15 below.
Note that the diagram is separated into three distinct sections. Only the first two blocks
are necessary to actually cause Gripper motion. The second set of blocks will simply
convert the Gripper finger position to units of inches, and log the values in aMATLAB
variable named position. Finally, the third set of blocks merely monitors the length of
time the model runs, and stops it after a specified threshold is reached. In this example,
the model was run for .5 seconds. The model is compiled through the Code menu on the
window menu bar, and is then automatically downloaded to the MX31 Development
System. When the download is complete, the user is presented with an MX3 1 Monitor
window, where commands are given to the MX3 1 to start and/or stop the model. When
runtime is terminated, any logged datawill automatically be uploaded back to the PC into
the specified
MATLAB
variables.
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Figure 15 : Open Loop Velocity Control block diagram
As can be seen from Figure 15, motion of the Grippermotors can be achieved very easily.
However, it is important to note the implications of this model: a) a value into theMotion
Control DAC results in an actual voltage output from the MX31 and into the Interface
Box, and b) the Grippermotor speed can be controlled by the input to theMotion Control
DAC block, with a range of 0 10 Vdc. A zero input voltage will cause no motion of the
Gripper, since the motor amplifier has been calibrated for offset. Also, the gain of the
motor amplifier has been adjusted so that a 10 Vdc input to the motor amplifier results in
the maximum allowable (48 Vdc) signal to the Gripper. Refer back to Section 3.4.1
Motor Amplifier and Appendix F for details.
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The logged data from this demonstration can be analyzed to provide insight to the
Gripper's characteristics. The Gripper finger opening was stored in the
MATLAB
variableposition, and time data is logged in a variable Thy default. Therefore, a plot of T
vs. position can be created, as shown in Figure 16 below. Plots such as this can be created
directly from the MATLAB command window using the PLOT command, or by using
the MATLAB STORE command to save the data to a file and then editing it with a
spreadsheet program such as Microsoft Excel. The latter method was used to produce
the plot shown below.
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Figure 16: Plot ofGripper Position vs. Time
From this plot, an approximate value can be obtained for the maximum Gripper finger
speed by determining the equation of a best-fit line to the data points. Ifwe assume that
the Gripper position with respect to time is essentially linear, or that the Gripper reaches
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maximum speed very quickly, then this approximation is valid. The equation of the best-
fit line is determined to be:
X = 5.1365 (T) (Eqn 13)
where X is Gripper opening in inches, and T is time in seconds. Therefore, the maximum
speed of the Gripper fingers is approximately equal to:
Max. Gripper Speed = 5.1365 inches/sec. (Eqn 14)
In actuality, the Gripper response to a step input is not truly linear, as will be discussed in
following sections. However, the assumption is made here in order to highlight an
example of the data analysis process.
6.2 Determination of the Plant Transfer Function
As demonstrated previously, data collected during the model runtime can provide
valuable insight to the Gripper characteristics. An extension of this concept would be to
use the data as an intermediate step in the design of a plant controller. For example, a
device's response to a step input can be used to develop its transfer function [9]. Once the
form and parameters of a device's transfer function have been determined, SIMULINK
simulations can then be developed to predict the behavior of the device when subject to
varying control systems. Therefore, this demonstration outlines the initial step of the
rapid-prototyping of control systems for a given plant.
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Using the data collected from the Open Loop Velocity Control demonstration, values for
the parameters of the transfer function can be obtained. However, the general form of the
Gripper transfer function needs to be developed first. If a plant's transfer function H(s) is
simply the Laplace transform of its zero-state response to a unit impulse input [10], then
it follows that the unit step response Yu(s) is given by the following:
1
Yu(s) = H(s) (Eqn 15)
s
Ifwe assume that the Gripper motor behaves as a standard DC motor, then the Gripper
transfer function for position responseX(s) to a voltage input Ea(s) is given by:
X(s) K
= H(s) = (Eqn 16)
Ea(s) s(s + 1/x)
Therefore, using (Eqn 15), the step response will take the form:
Yu(s) = (Eqn 17)
s2'(s+lh)
Using a partial fraction expansion on (Eqn 17) where K4 = -1/x yields:
K, K2 K3
Yu(s) = + + (Eqn 18)
s
s2
s-K4
where Kl5 K2, K3, and K4 are constants.
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Converting this equation from the complex-frequency domain into the time domain
results in:
yu(t) = K, + K2-t +
K3-eK4t (Eqn 19)
Now that we have an equation for the theoretical Gripper position as a function of time,
we can solve for the valuesK K2, K3, and K4 using the actual time and raw position data
collected during the Open Loop Velocity Control demonstration. UsingMicrosoft Excel
and its Solver function, a solution is converged upon for the four values. These final
values result in the equation foryu(t):
yu(t) = -0.00899+ 1.085623 t + 0.008993
e(128658)t (Eqn 20)
Converting this back into the complex-frequency domain and simplifying gives the
following equation for Yu(s):
139.674
Yu(s) = (Eqn 21)
s2
' (s + 128.658)
And, finally, using (Eqn 15) we arrive at the equation for the Gripper transfer function:
139.674
H(s) = (Eqn 22)
s(s+ 128.658)
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It is evident from (Eqn 16) and (Eqn 22) that the system time constant, t, has the value:
x = 0.0077725 sec. (Eqn 23)
Finally, we will present the transfer function again, this time normalized about the
numerator:
1.0856
H(s) s (Eqn 24)
0.0077725 s2 + s
This is the form of the transfer function which we will use in subsequent SIMULINK
simulations and models.
Now that we have a numeric representation of the actual Gripper transfer function,
SIMULINK
simulation models can be built to test more complex control systems. That
is, since we now understand how the Gripper finger position will respond to a voltage
input, we can attempt to better control the Gripper. For example, simple proportional or a
more complex P-I (proportional - integral) controllers can be experimented with in the
SEVIULINK
environment. Then, when a satisfactory theoretical controller is developed,
it can be compiled and tested to see how it performs on the actual Gripper. This rapid-
prototyping ability of controller design is the entire concept behind the design of the
Controls Lab Station.
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6.3 PI Controller Simulation
With the plant transfer function determined,
SIMULINK
can be used to simulate the
Gripper7
s response under a more complex control system. A real world application of the
Gripper might require precise positioning of the Gripper fingers for a grasping or
insertion operation. Therefore, we will investigate a common Proportional-Integral
controller.
Development of a truly accurate PI controller would require the determination of PI
parameters to meet the design requirements for transient response and steady-state error.
This would involve analysis of the system's root locus plot, and careful placement of the
compensating pole. However, for the purposes of this demonstration, PI parameters were
determined experimentally which provide satisfactory results of zero steady state error
with no overshoot. In a way, this second method emphasizes the power of the Controls
Lab Station: iterative design techniques, catalyzed by the rapid-prototyping aspect of the
system, often provide desired results with less effort.
The PI Controller is created and analyzed in SIMULINK by simulating the Gripper
characteristics with the transfer function developed earlier. A model is created using
entirely the standard blocks available within SIMULINK. To simulate the actual TRI
Gripper as closely as possible, a dead zone block was placed immediately upstream of the
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Gripper transfer function. This block mimics the actual dead zone of the Gripper DC
motor of approximately +/- .1306 volts. Also, since this model won't be compiled to run
on the MX31, a clock needed to be added to the model in order to log time data. Position
data was also stored using another To Workspace block. A completed PI Controller can
be seen in Figure 17. The blocks which define the PI controller are enclosed within the
dashed lines. As shown, a "Step Input" block provides the input signal, and the resulting
theoretical Gripper position is used as negative feedback. The resulting signal is fed as a
summed input to the blocks whichmake up the PI Controller.
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Figure 17: PI Controller simulation model
Data collected while running this simulation model in SEVfULINIK shows how the
Gripper would be expected to behave when subjected to this particular PI Controller. If
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the response is satisfactory, then a final model could be created, compiled, and then
downloaded to the MX3 1 for real-world testing. Or, if the theoretical response did not
meet the design requirements, further parameter modifications could be made to the PI
Controller variables and the simulation performed again. Collected data is stored in
MATLAB
variables, and can be readily analyzed. A graph created from the logged time,
step input, and theoretical position data will be presented in Section 6.4 Closed Loop PI
Position Control where the theoretical response will be compared to the actual hardware-
in-the-loop simulation data.
6.4 Closed Loop PI Position Control
Once the simulation model provides desirable results, the controller can be tested by
using it to drive the actual plant. In this case, suitable PI parameters have been developed,
and therefore we can now test this controller on the TRI Gripper.
The method of converting a
SIMULINK
simulation model into a hardware-in-the-loop
model is independent of the type or form of the simulation model. Therefore, the
conversion process, once understood, will become a minor task and require very little
time to accomplish. The process essentially follows four steps: 1) visually isolate the
controller and input blocks from other blocks within the model, 2) break the controller
and inputs apart from other blocks in the model, 3) delete the extraneous blocks, and 4)
add blocks from the MX31 Library as well as To Workspace blocks for any data to be
logged during model runtime. The fully converted PI controller can be seen in Figure 18.
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Note that the controller (containedwithin the dashed lines) is identical to that used for the
PI Controller simulation (see Figure 17). Also, it may appear that the negative feedback
implemented in the previous simulation experiment has not been recreated for this model.
However, this is not the case. While the negative feedback loop not does appear
graphically in the
SIMULINK
model, it is created functionally through the use of the
Motion Control DAC (position output command) and Motion Control QUAD-Cnts
(incremental position counter) blocks. Also, since the count values obtained from the
Motion Control QUAD-cnts block is piped through the Counts -> Inches, and then
subtracted from the step input at the Suml block, a true negative feedback condition
exists.
It follows then that the magnitude of the step input is in units of inches of Gripper
opening, and the current physical Gripper opening is used to determine the position error
which drives the system. This is significant in that the real-time data of the Gripper
position actually affects the controller's input to the Grippermotor. In otherwords, a true
"hardware-in-the-loop"
situation exists.
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Figure 18: PI Position Controller
The final converted model is ready to be compiled and downloaded to the MX31. For
comparison purposes, the input block parameters have been retained as well. After
compiling, downloading, and running the model, data obtained during runtime is
uploaded back to the PC. It is important to note that this data represents the real-time
performance of the PI controller simulated earlier. In other words, the Gripper transfer
function used in the simulation has been replacedwith real-world hardware.
Presenting the data collected during this hardware-in-the-loop simulation alongside the
data from Section 6.3 PI Controller Simulation yields a true comparison of the
simulated vs. actual Gripper response to a PI controller. A plot of the step input,
theoretical (simulated) position output, and actual position output is shown in Figure 19.
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Theoretical vs. Experimental PI Controller Output
Theoretical
Experimental
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Time (sec)
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Figure 19: Simulated vs. Experimental PI Position Controller Output
As can be seen from Figure 19, the PI simulation and actual hardware-in-the-loop data
compare favorably for time values greater than 0.2 seconds. In other words, the
simulation proved effective in predicting the Gripper response with respect to rise time,
percent overshoot, and steady state error.
Although the steady-state response is favorable, there is an undeniable dissimilarity
between the two curves during the initial rise (time values less than 0.2 seconds). In fact,
the Gripper finger speed is off by approximately 20% from the simulation value.
However, an investigation of this peculiar error supplied an explanation. During the time
interval 0-0.2 sec, the position error is so great that the controller output signal becomes
saturated at the full-scale (10 Vdc) value. This signal is being supplied to the Motion
ControlDAC block, resulting in the IMIMX31 attempting to drive the Gripper as fast as
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possible. However, the actual Gripper drive signal is amplified by the custom Interface
Box, or more specifically, by the AMD 5A5 amplifier within the box. The amplifier
receives its high voltage from a power supply set up in the lab, and was initially dialed in
at 48 Vdc, the maximum allowable to the Gripper motor. It was discovered that through
other experiments in the lab this voltage setting had been turned down to approximately
38 Vdc. Therefore, even though the PI controller was attempting to drive the Gripper as
fast as possible, the Gripper motor was only being driven by a full-scale voltage of 38
Vdc rather than 48 Vdc. This resultant 20% error on the input provides plausible
reasoning behind the differences seen in Figure 19. Unfortunately, time constraints
prohibited the power supply from being reset and the experiment conducted a second
time. However, the author feels confident that satisfactory results could be obtained by
renmning the experiment under optimal conditions, and urges succeeding users of the
Controls Lab Station to do so when becoming familiarwith the equipment.
6.5 Closed Loop PI Force Control
One of the most impressive and practical applications for the TRI Gripper is to take
advantage of the built in Force Sensors and to develop a grasping force controller. The
design intent is to create a controller where the Gripper will start closing and continue
until a specified grasping force is reached. Since force data will be used as negative
feedback, the Gripper will continue to compensate for variances in grasping force by
either opening or closing the Gripper fingers as long as the model is running on the
MX31.
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For the TRI Gripper, the force controller can only be realized by assuming a desired
mapping between grasping force and motor input. That is, a transfer function cannot be
determined for the Gripper's force response to a voltage input. This is due to the fact that
force sensor output is independent of Gripper speed or position. Therefore, one must
develop a relationship between the force sensor output and a desired Gripper signal (in
volts) to respond to that force. Once this is accomplished, the Gripper signal can be piped
into the PI position controller developed earlier, and a PI force controller results.
The grasping force to Gripper signal relationship depends on the the user's desired
results. A "switching" type ofmapping may be used for crude grasping operations. In this
type of control, the Gripper is essentially driven either open or closed (at constant speed)
until a positive or negative force threshold is reached. Once within these bounds, the
Gripper signal falls to zero, resulting in no further Gripper motion. An example of this
type of mapping is given in Appendix M. This type of force control is easy to implement,
but may have undesirable results. For example, if the magnitude of the constant Gripper
speed is not carefully determined, the Grippermay oscillate and not settle out. This is due
to force spikes which occur during initial contact with the object being grasped, causing
the Gripper to switch directions prematurely. Also, if this type ofmapping is to be used
for grasping more delicate objects, consideration should be given to disabling Gripper
power once desired grasping force is achieved. This would allow the non-backdriveable
Gripper mechanism to maintain force on the object without risk of the Gripper opening
due to force variations.
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An alternative method of force control mapping is to set the Gripper voltage proportional
to the force signal. This allows the Gripper signal to ramp down to zero, rather than an
immediate switch. An example of this type of mapping is presented in Appendix M.
Typically, this method results in a smoother grasping motion, since the Gripper is
allowed to settle into the zero-motion band. This method would be recommended for
grasping delicate or compliant objects, as the force impulse due to initial contact is
drastically reduced, and the chance ofoscillations is almost entirely eliminated.
Either of the two force mapping methods presented above can be accomplished very
simply within SIMULINK. Once the desired slope and zero-motion band are
determined, a 2-D Lookup Table block can be placed in the simulation model. Lookup
table values can be set directly in the block's parameters, or MATLAB vectors can be
referenced. The latter is recommended due to the ease of graphing and modifying the
values prior to testing. Also, vectors can be stored to a file, and used in multiple models
easily.
The previously discussed PI Controller can be readily modified to create a PI Force
Controller which uses the proportional force mapping method. Figure 20 illustrates the
form of the final controller, ready for compiling. Note that the input to the system will
now be a constant value which represents the desired grasping force; therefore the step
input block is removed and a constant block added in its place. Also, the feedback loop
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has been modified such that the AIO 12/2 ADC block has replaced the Motion Control
Quad-cnts block. The analog signal recieved via this block is simply the amplified output
voltage of the Gripper force sensors (See Appendix E for details). Note that this signal is
piped through the TRI Libraries' Volts-* Avg. Gripper Force block so that the signal is
filtered and converted into units which match the input value. In other words, the error
signal to the controller is now in terms of force rather than position as demonstrated with
the previous PI Controller. It is also important to note the use of the Saturation blocks
within the model. These blocks are used to keep the force values within the data points of
the force sensor calibration (refer to Section 5.2 Force Sensor Calibration). Inaccuracies
may result if force values are extrapolated beyond the calibration values.
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Figure 20: PI Force Controller
The model shown in Figure 20 was used to demonstrate simple grasping control on a
section of 1.0 inch diameter aluminum tubing for a desired grasping force of 3.0 lbs. The
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model was compiled and downloaded as the previous examples, and data uploaded back
to the PC. For this controller, a STOP block was added to automatically abort the model
runtime after a preset time had elapsed. This was done so that data points were not lost
due to the high sample rate and limited storage capacity of the MX3 1 . In other words, if
the model had continued to run indefinitely, the initially stored data values would have
been rewritten once the log buffer was full. The collected data points were plotted and are
presented below.
Force Output vs. Time - Grasping Controller
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Time (sec)
Figure 21 : Grasping Performance ofPI force controller
As can be seen from Figure 21, the controller obtained steady state at the desired grasping
force of 3.0 lbs within 0.45 seconds after both Gripper fingers contacted the object. The
portion of the plot labeled "A" represents the condition where only one Gripper finger
was in contactwith the tube, and is essentially sliding the object as the fingers close. This
was due to the fact that the aluminum tube was not centered between the Gripper fingers
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before beginning the simulation. The force spike labeled
"B" denoted the impulse caused
by initial contact with the object by both fingers. Finally, the plot shows that the Gripper
fingers closed from the full open position (at the start of runtime) to rest on the 1.0 inch
diameter tube within only .8 seconds.
6.6 Other Demonstrations
Several other control examples were developed as part of an on-line demonstration of the
MX31 and TRI Gripper capabilities. This demonstration module was created by
Theodore Hackl and Ron Dufort in November 1996 for the EMEM-615 Robotics course
at the Rochester Institute ofTechnology. Specific excerpts of their report are presented in
Appendix N. These on-line demos can be opened by clicking on the Demos button on
the IMI Control Panel. The user is given a choice of several utilities and controllers,
ranging from Gripper position zeroing to position and force control. Once a selection is
made, the corresponding diagram can be compiled and run on the MX31. This
demonstration module is extremely useful since it presents ready-to-runmodels which the
user can run and see first-hand how the system behaves. The author reccommends that
new users of the Controls Lab Station take the time to try out these demonstrations.
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7.0 Conclusions
The Controls Lab Station presents students with an easy-to-learn system for rapid
prototyping of control systems on various real-world plants. The mix of standard and
custom software which gives the Controls Lab Station its functionality has been
illustrated. In addition, the harware and software integration of a specific plant (TRI EP
100/30 Servo-Driven Gripper) has been discussed. The results of several preliminary
control experiments have been shown.
The performance of the Controls Lab Station could be improved ifhardware updates were
made to the MX3 1 . The addition of additional memory could allow larger, more complex
models to be run. Also, an upgrade to a non-volatile memory module would allow
controllers to maintain in theMX3 1 memory after runtime.
Future work may involve using the TRI Gripper in a true robotics application, or by
integrating another plant entirely. The author presents as possibilities the development of
a true PTD controller for the TRI Gripper, the use of digital inputs to control a model,
torque control for an electric screwdriver, or perhaps disturbance-rejection controllers for
a standard DC motor.
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APPENDIX A
IMI MX31 Development System
Specifications
IMI
INTEGRATED MOTIONS, INCORPORATED
MX31 Motion Control Daughterboard
Overview
The MX31 Motion Control Daughterboard provides all
of the I/O devices normally required for two axis
servo control. Up to four Motion Control
Daughterboards can be stacked onto one MX31
Motherboard, resulting in a powerful motion
controller of up to eight axes. Any servo algorithm
and any motion planning algorithms can be written in
the C Language with floating point variables without
the need for scaling or overflow checking. The high
throughput of the TMS320C31 DSP allows almost
any servo algorithm to be used to control an eight
axis system at sample rates of over 20 KHz without
the need for assembly language programming.
The Motion Control Daughterboard can be used in
combination with other MX31 daughterboards,
creating a complete industrial control system.
Additional analog I/O can be added with the Analog
I/O Daughterboard. The Smart Digital I/O
Daughterboard can provide PLC functions, stepper
motor control or servo control with PWM outputs
The high power and flexibility of the MX31
motherboard is more than enough to simultaneously
handle these diverse tasks.
Applications
The Motion Control Daughterboard is useful for the
servo control of multi axis mechanical systems using
linear amplifiers. As such, it is a high end, high
flexibility controller. The MX31 / Motion Control
Daughterboard Combination is ideal for high
performance robot control since its floating point
architecture eases the implementation of inverse
kinematics. The MX31 is also well suited to control of
very high bandwidth systems such as magnetic
bearings or laboratory instrumentation - simple
control algorithms such as a multiaxis PID with
second order feedforward have been achieved at
sample rates of over 100 KHz. Other
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demanding systems can be easily controlled with the
MX31 such as CNC machines, precision positioning
equipment and mobile robots, to name a few.
Specifications
Encoder Inputs
Channels 2
Register Width 16 bits (32 by software)
Input Ph A/B/Z Digital Quadrature
Max. Freq 8 MHz
Signal TTL Single ended or differential
Device HCTL-2016
Analog Outputs
Channels 2
Resolution 16 bits
Accuracy 2 bits
Conversion time 4 us
Outputs Single ended
Output ranges 5Vor 10V
Device Analog Devices AD7847
Digital I/O
No. Inputs s
No. Outputs 4
Eolation Optical
Signal Differential
Nonvolatile Ram
No. Words 128K
Word Width 8 bils
Access Time -j 20 ns
Battery life 10 Years
General
Length 4 33-
Width
Depth 0 635-
Max Power, +5V ^
Max Power, + 12V rj.5A
Max Power, -12V n.4A
Operating range n to 70C
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MX31 Analog I/O Daughterboard
Overview
The MX31 Analog I/O Daughterboard is a two
channel analog voltage interface to the powerful
MX31 Modular Embedded System. Up- to four
daughterboards can be interfaced with a single MX31
motherboard, providing up to eight channels of
analog I/O. Two channels of 12 bit analog input
(nonmultiplexed successive approximation analog to
digital converters) and analog output (digital to
analog converters) are provided which can perform
conversions at a rate of up to 100 KHz with accuracy
to within one-half bit.
User configurable fourth order low pass filters
process the analog inputs, providing anti-aliasing of
measured signals. Inputs are also processed by a
high precision programmable gain amplifier, allowing
full resolution to be achieved across any user
selectable input range. A/D conversions can be
triggered by the MX31 timer, software or any TTL
level external signal. Separate "conversion
complete"interrupts are generated by each channel.
D/A converter output ranges are also user
selectable. All I/O devices on the MX31 Analog I/O
Daughterboard are directly linked to the TMS320C31
which resides on the motherboard through the high
bandwidth MXbus, allowing extremely high
throughput.
A comprehensive library of MX31 C language callable
interface functions is provided with the analog I/O
daughterboard for easy installation and
programmability. In addition, superior
documentation and expert guidance from the IMi
customer support staff have made all MX31 products
well-known for their ease of use.
Applications
The MX31 Analog I/O Daughterboard is useful in any
application where high performance measurement or
control is required in an analog environment. Its
precision, conversion rates and
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Analog System Block Diagram
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input ranges make it well suited for audio signal
processing, vibration cancellation, industrial process
control, motion control and a wide variety of other
applications.
Specifications
Analog Inputs
Channels 2
Resolution 12 bits
Accuracy..., 0.5 bit
Conversion time 5 ^.s
Inputs Single ended or differential
Input filter 4th order low pass
Input ranges User selectable, up to 10 V
Device Analog Devices AD7870
Analog Outputs
Channels 2
Resolution """"."l2b'its
AccuracV 0.5 bit
Conversion time 4 s
0utPuts Single ended
Output ranges +5 or 10V
Device Analog Devices AD7847
General
Ler|glh ;... 4 33..
Width 4Q5
DePth 0.635"
Power, +5V 1A
pwer, +12V ~~ZI'o.SA
Power--12V 0.4A
Operating range 0to70C
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MX31 Matlab RTLink
forWindows 3.1
Overview
The MX31 Matlab RTLink software package links
the Simulink Real-Time Workshop with the
MX31 Modular Embedded System, allowing real
time implementation of Simulink graphical models
on a powerful floating-point DSP MX31 I/O
daughterboards provide interfaces to external
sensors and actuators for complete real-world data
acquisition, signal processing and control
applications.
MX31 Matlab RTLink in combination with the Real-
Time Workshop simplifies the process of developing
software for real-time applications. A graphical
model of the real-worid system is first built and
simulated within Simulink. Then, with the Real-
Time Workshop and MX31 Matlab RTLink, real-time
code can be generated, built, downloaded and run
with a single mouse click from within Simulink.
MX31 Modular Embedded System
The MX31 Modular Embedded System is a powerful
floating point DSP-based stand alone computer,
ideal for embedded applications. The general
purpose computing core of the MX31 Motherboard
provides a solid platform for high performance
applications. Its stackable architecture, combined
with a wide range of standard I/O daughterboards,
make the MX31 the most flexible DSP-based single
board computer on the market today.
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Features
MX31 Matlab RTLink features the following:
seamless interface with Simulink environment
Simulink device drivers for all MX31 I/O
daughterboards
high-speed serial interface between Simulink
and MX31 (38400 baud with hardware
handshaking)
supports discrete-time and continuous-time
Simulink blocks (with user-selectable integration
algorithm and step size for continuous-time
blocks)
model sample periods with analog I/O to 200
(isec (1 msec for typical models)
real-time logging of model data on the MX31,
including time, states, outputs, Scopes and To
Workspace variables
uploads logged model data to host computer
and saves to file for display and further
processing in Matlab
supports binary (MAT-file format) and ASCII file
formats (user-selectable)
supports nearly all built-in Simulink blocks
(except those that require an on-line file system,
such as From File and To File)
supports all Real-Time Workshop configurable
options
* provides additional user-configurable options to
define log buffer length, circular vs. fixed log
buffers, run-after-load vs. run-on-command, and
serial communication baud rate
real-time model can run indefinitely or stop after
a prescribed run time, as defined via standard
Simulink blocks (such as STOP)
Requirements
Hardware
IBM PC-compatible computer, running Microsoft
Windows ver. 3.1 and satisfying all requirements
for running Matlab and Simulink
MX31 Development System with 64 Kw RAM and
desired I/O daughterboard(s)
Software
Required:
Matlab ver. 4.2c. 1 for Microsoft Windows
Simulink ver. 1.3c
Real-Time Workshop ver. 1.1b
Texas Instruments TMS320 Floating-Point DSP
Code Generation Tools ver. 4.6
MX31 Utility Library and Daughterboard Device
Driver Library ver. 2.0
Recommended:
Matlab Signal Processing and Control System
Toolboxes
Beta release available October 1, 1995
MX31 Matlab RTLink version 1.0 forWindows and otherplatforms available 1996
RTLink and MX31 are trademarks of Integrated Motions, Inc.
Matlab and Simulink are registered trademarks and Real-Time Workshop is a trademark of The MathWorks, Inc.
Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
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MX31 Configuration
MX31 Motion Control / Analog System
December 22, 1995
1 Introduction
The MX31 Motion Control / Analog System contains a MX31
Motherboard, an EPROM Daughterboard an Analog I/O
Daughterboard (AIO-12/2) and a Motion Control Daughterboard. The
AIO- 12/2 has been installed in the MX31 Developer's Kit Enclosure
by Integrated Motions, Inc. Before using the MX3 1 Analog System
read theMX31 Modular Embedded System Developer's Guide, and the
AIO- 12/2 Technical Reference. These documents contain important
information on the setup and operation of the MX3 1 Analog System.
The Motion Control Daughterboard has been installed in the MX31
Developer's Kit Enclosure by Integrated Motions, Inc.. Before using
the MX31 Motion Control System read MX31 Modular Embedded
System Developer's Guide and the . These documents contain
important information on the setup and operation of the MX3 1 Motion
Control System.
2 AIO- 12/2 Jumper Configuration
The factory default configuration for the AIO- 12/2 are listed in Table
2.1. A detailed description of each of these jumper settings is
contained in theAIO-12/2 Technical Reference.
Jumper Setting Description
JP4, JP5 Open 5 V Output Range
JP6, JP7 5-6 Software Conversion Trigger
JP9, JP11 3-4 Single Ended Analog Input
JP12, JP13 Open Analog Convert Interrupt 1
JP14, JP15 1-2 Low Pass Filter Installed
Table 2.1
Default AIO-12/2 Jumper Settings
IntegratedMotions, Incorporated
MX31 Motion Control/Analog System
If some of these jumper settings need to be changed, then simply
remove the four screws that connect the top panel of the Developer's
Kit enclosure, remove the top panel, and change the jumper settings.
Replace the top panel of the Developer's Kit
3 Analog I/O Connector
Connector JP1 on the AIO- 12/2 is connected to the AUX 5 connector
on the Developer's Kit. Figure 3.1 shows the pin assignments for the
AUX 5 connector of the MX3 1 Analog System. For a detailed
description of each of these signals see the AIO- 12/2 Technical
Reference.
IntegratedMotions, Incorporated
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Figure 3.1
AUX 5 Connector Pin Assignments
IntegratedMotions, Incorporated
MX31 Motion Control/Analog System
4 Motion Control Jumper Configuration
The factory default configuration for the Motion Control
Daughterboard is listed in Table 4. 1. A detailed description of each of
these jumper settings is contained in the Motion Control
Daughterboard Technical Reference.
Jumper Pins Description
JP4 1-2 8 MHz Clock for quadrature decoding.
JP2, JP3 1-2 Single ended encoder feedback.
J2 1-2, 3-4 Board Number Zero.
Table 4.1
Default Jumper Configurations
IntegratedMotions, Incorporated
MX31 Motion Control/Analog System
5 Motion Control Connector Configuration
The feedback and control signals are connected to the AUX 1 and
AUX 2 female DB25 connectors on the back panel of the MX31
Developer's Kit Enclosure. The pin assignments for each of these
connectors is shown in Figure 5. 1 and Figure 5.2. The descriptions for
these signals are described in detail in the Motion Control
Daughterboard Technical Reference. Connector AUX 1 contains the
control signals for Channel 0.
Channel 0 A
Digital Ground
Channel 0 A\
Digital Ground
Channel 0 B
Digital Ground if 6ji
D
:.:L^ .U4j . Digital Ground
^f 6^)-- Channel 0 Z
:;:;^U^ Digital Ground
EEl Channel 0 Z\
Channel 0 B\
NC
NC
NC
NC
Channel 0 Analog Out
NC
12'
m
g/J8jS Digital Ground
+5 Volts
+5-Volts
NC
NC
NC
NC
Analog Ground
a
19
21
22:
25
Figure 5.1
Pin Assignments for AUX 1 Connector
IntegratedMotions, Incorporated
MX31 Motion Control/Analog System
Connector AUX 2 contains the control signals for Channel 1.
1
1(14)1 Digital Ground
fll)! Channel 1 Z
3jiNl
|^16ji Digital Ground
Digital Ground
Channel 1 B\
NC
Channel 1 A
Digital Ground
Channel 1 A\
Digital Ground ( 4J|p>i^|;|
IpMlTlTp Channel 1 Z\
Channel 1 B 1(^:|:
||n8)l Digital Ground
^|P9|f +5 Volts
7jl|wl
iiSpf20ll +5 Volts
^21J| NC
NC KjWm
$M2Jg NC
s^:;::(23J;;;i; NC
NC 1X
||^i|(24|i NC
Channel 1 Analog Out |uy|^ii|
?:is^;;|T25lf Analog Ground""
i3lb^NC
Figure 5.2
Pin Assignments for AUX 2 Connector
The limit switch and Digital I/O signals contained on the Motion
Control Daughterboard connector JP7 are available on external
connectors AUX 3 and AUX 4. Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 show the
pin assignments for these connectors.
IntegratedMotions, Incorporated
MX31 Motion Control/Analog System
Lumt0 llilfg%
T
. .
,
wmm Luiut l
Lumt 2
mdwfW
wmzm^} JJ& Limit 3
Limit 4 |3jm
||m(i|| Limit 5
Limit 6 M 4p$p$
Mfn^ Lumt7
^W18fe NC
Infill NC
nc lOHi
NC kl 8ppSp
iMra NC
NC S;{ 9}sp|;s
i|w(22l NC
NC JPM
Pf| NC
nc %nmm
SM#24|S NC
nc I^i^l
l|w(25)^:
NC
NC
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Figure 5.3
Pin Assignments for AUX 3 Connector
IntegratedMotions, Incorporated
MX31 Motion Control/Analog System
Input 0- ;ij\^)i^%5.
I|^f[^l Input 0+
Input 1- l(^f|Np
IWK^JI input 1+
mrnmlbfe Input 2+
Input 3- li^ilSiil
NC l|Jj|Fi|
wmm nc
Out 0+ si 6}mmi
out2+ itjyfpti
Out 3+ si 9Mmm
f#J Out3-
NC ClOlpp
l4rf(2pl NC
Servo 0+ jfnjpp
ii^f24)i Servo 0-
Servol+ ig|M|l
stf25Ji Servo1"
nc irTr
Figure 5.4
Pin Assignments for AUX 4 Connector
-tzgratedMotions, Incorporated
APPENDIX C
TRI EP 100/30 Gripper
Specifications
Specifications
EP 100/30 General Purpose End Effectors
Description
These lightweight general
purpose EP 100/30 End Effectors
allow grasping of objects of
diverse size, weight and fragility
in one programming cycle.
Effector grips with forces up to 66
lbs (294 newtons) and precision
encoder enables repeatability of
/0.002 inches (Q.05 mm).
No change of effectors for
different applications is required.
Interchangeable fingers can
be exchanged automatically under
computer control. Whether to
grasp and place parts or
integrated with the TRI Force
Measuring System, the EP 100/30
adds to its flexibility with a wide
array of accessories.
Basic Effector Characteristics.
Actuation: Low inertia D.C. Servo
motors.
Opening Range: 4 inches (100 mm).
Type Stroke: Arc-parallel.
Maximum Force: 66 lbs (294
newtons).
Speed AtMax. Voltage: 6 inch/sec
(150 mm/sec).
Max. Closure Acceleration: 100
inch/sec2 (2.5 m/sec2).
Weight: 3.5 lbs (1.6 kg) with
standard fingers.
Construction: Anodized
aluminum.
EP 100/30 with
Force Transducers &
Automatic Finger Change.
EP 100/30 with
Manual Finger Change.
EP 100/31! with
Automatic Finger Change
Repeatability: 0.002 inches
(0.05 mm).
Non-Backdriveable: Maintains
gripping force with power
off.
Finger Configuration: Either
standard parallel fingers or a
wide range of special shapes.
Mounting Flanges: Standard
flanges for most robots or
designed to suit.
Supply Voltages And Currents:
90 VDC 1.75 Amps.
45 VDC 3. 5 Amps.
Overload Protection: Proprietary
mechanical clutch at output
as well as current limiting
with TRI's E 100/50
Controller.
Dimensions:
(Without mounting flange)
Height: 8.5"
Width: 4.3"
Depth: 3.4"
The Following Standard Options
Are Available:
Precision Encoder to set finger
position with an accuracy of
0.004 inch (0.1mm) and
repeatability of better than
0.002 inch (0.05 mm).
Finger Force Transducers enable
accurate setting and
measuring of finger closing
force to better than 2%.
Standard And Special Fingers that
enable tailoring of gripper to
your exact job requirements.
Automatic Finger Changing to
permit rapid and automatic
changing of fingers under
computer control.
Part Presence Sensing-enables
robot to-know the part has
been grasped and is
continuously held.
Special Flanges to meet individual
requirements.
Requests for custom designs and .
modifications to meet special
application requirements are
encouraged.
TRI Corp.
3 Caravan Court
East Northport, NY 11731-3832
Tel: (516) 266-2493, Fax: 2492
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TRI Corp.
P.O.Box 714
East Northport, NY 11731
Tel: (516) 266-2493
Fax: (516) 266-2492
EP-100/30-3M33) Set Up and Operation Notes with E 100/30PA and without
Controller
To avoid errors, please read entire note before operating.
A.SET UP
1. Wiring Notes: Use wiring list attached.
In general sensor signals are carried in 4 conductor shielded cables. For all cases the red wires
are positive the black wires negative Vcc, green and white wires are output signals. It is
essential that encoder cable #10 and force sensor cables #16 and #19, not be accidentally
interchanged as the required force sensor voltage could damage the encoder, and encoder
voltage is insufficient to operate the proximate amplifiers. It is also important that Vcc
polarities are not reversed. For the encoder this can result in encoder damage while the force
sensor amplifiers will be inoperative. Motor exitation is via the unbundled red and black wires.
Positive voltage on the red wire closes the gripper.
2. Gripper mountig with adapter flange:
For some robot flange designs with small bolt circles, direct mounting of gripper is not possible.
To overcome this an adapter flange can be used. In such cases the gripper is furnished with
with mating robot flange mounted to the adapter flange on the gripper. To mount the gripper
remove the mating flange from the gripper adapter, attach to the robot flange and then
reattach to the gripper adapter flange via the four captive #10-32 SHCS. This is somewhat
awkward and a shortened leg socket key is very helpfull. An easier mounting method is
available with the optional short overhang mounting flange.
B. OPERATION
l.It is essential that motor dissipation be limited, which requires that motor current be limited
to 3.5 amps. Also motor current should be removed when gripper fingers do not move. It is not
necessary to maintain current on the gripper to maintain grip force, as the gripper mechanism
is not backdrivable. Motors cart not be warrantied for overheating when not used with our
controller.
2. The force sensors mounted in each finger are rugged and sensitive devices. They are capable
of being overloaded by factor of 2.25 without damage. Still overload in excess of this is possible
if hard finger closure at full speed is allowed to happen. Always plan deceleration before
closure, and use low speeds for set up and program debugging. Force sensors cannot be
warranteed for damage due to overloading.
3. The position read out is via an incremental encoder, which however is nonlinear with finger
position. A simple algorithm is furnished for linearization. It is usually programmed for
preprocessing or postprocessing.
TRI Corp.
P.O.Box 714
East Northport^ NY 11731
Tel: (516) 266-2493
Fax: (516) 266-2492
EP-100/30-3K33)Wiring Instructions with E 100/30PA
I) Wiring:
A. Motor:
3 wires, #22 AWG, Colors red, black and green, not bundled.
( Red & Black: Motor Power]
Green: Chassis Ground (Grounded to gripper structure as dej_iyered)_
(Tjositivevoltage on red closes gnpperjl voltage on black opens it-j
Voltage: 1 12 to 48 VDCj current limited to) 3.5 amps./maximum. Rated speed is achieved
at 45 VDC. Maximum allowable motor voltage = 50 VDC. Note: It is essential that current
not be maintained on motor when it is not in motion for duration >.5 sec. Gripper
mechanism is not backdrivable, therefore grip on objects is maintained without current.
B. Encoder:
4 wire # 28 AWG shielded cable marked #10:
(Green: Channel}*) (pin# 3) /White: clTannelB^ (pin# 5)^^kT^oun^TpIn# 1) ,
fRedPVc "
(5V]TCT3(pin #4)
rlJQtes: No connection on pin# 2, ShiflH nnt rnnflprffH af Knrorler.
./.Channel B leads Channel A when Gripper is closingTi Note: Vcc Max. is 6.8 Vdc. Warning:
Reversing Vcc polarity can damge encoderPVcc must have less than .05 V ripple.
C. Force Sensors with E 100/30PA.
Two shielded cables, marked 16 and 19. Each has 4 conductors.
Cable #1? contains outputs from the right force sensor in the green and white wires. The
red and black wires in cable #19 contain Vcc for the force sensors and the amplifiers.
Cable #16 contains output wires for the left sensor, the red and black wires are not used.
The white wires for both grippers go positive when the gripper closes. Vcc is 10 Vdc min.
and 12 Vdc max.). Red is +Vcc black is -Vcc. Reverse polarity is nonfunctional but not
damaging. For consistent results Vcc should be well regulated with low ripple. Output is not
compensated for slope and intercept. Output magnitude is approximately 120 mv/volt for
6t)~ lb. (full) gripper force.
Note: The left finger is on the side the cable comes out.
Note: Output shields are not grounded at the board. It is recommended that these shields
be grounded at the processor ground plane.
APPENDIX D
HP Encoder
Specifications
Technical Data
What HEWLETrXH/iM PACKARD
Two Channel Optical
Incremental EncoderModules
HEDS-9000
HEDS-9100
Features
High Performance
* High Resolution
Low Cost
Easy toMount
No SignalAdjustment
Required
Small Size
-40C to 100C Operating
Temperature
Two Channel Quadrature
Output
TTL Compatible
Single 5 V Supply
Package Dimensions
OPTION CODE
5.1 (0.20)
Description
The HEDS-9000 and the HEDS-
9100 series are high performance,
low cost, optical incremental
encoder modules.When usedwith
a codewheel, these modules
detect rotary position. The
modules consist of a lensed (LED)
source and a detector IC enclosed
in a small C-shaped plastic
package. Due to a highly col-
lhnated light source and unique
photodetector array, these
modules are extremely tolerant to
mounting misalignment.
The two channel digital outputs
and the single 5 V supply input
are accessed through five 0.025
2.54 (0.100) TYP.
1.52(0.060)-
1.02 0.10 i
(0.040 0.004)
ALIGNING RECESS
2.44/2.41 DIA.
(0.096/0.095) 1.85(0.073)
2.16(0.085) 8.64(0.340)
DEEP
20.e
(0.82)
(0.825)
SIDE A
2.67 (0.105) DIA.
MOUNTING THRU
HOLE 2 PLACES
2.44/2.41 X 2.79
(0.096/0.095X0.110)
2.16 (0.085) DEEP
OPTICAL CENTER
11.7
(0.46)
1.78 0.10 _
(0.070 0.004)
2.92 0.10 _^
(0.115 0.004)
inch square pins located on 0.1
inch centers.
Standard resolutions for the
HEDS-9000 are 500 CPR and
1000 CPR for use with a HEDS-
6100 codewheel or equivalent.
10lS
((DAD))
- 8.6 (0.34)
2.21
(0.087) 2M
1 (0.100)
1
\T T
OPTICAL
CENTER LINE
_ 5.46 0.10
(0.215 0.004)
ALIGNING RECESS
2.44/2.41 X 2.79
(0.096/0.095X0.110)
2.16 (0.085) DEEP
OPTICAL
CENTER
ALIGNING RECESS
2.44/2.41 DIA.
(0.096/0.095)
2.16 (0.085) DEEP
4.11 (0.162)
6.35 (0.250) REF.
TYPICAL DIMENSIONS IN
MILLIMETERS AND (INCHES) SIDEB
ESDWARNING:NORMALHANDLINGPRECAUTIONSSHOULDBE TAKENTOAVOID STATIC
DISCHARGE.
9-40 5965-5887E
For the HEDS-9100, standard
resolutions between 96 CPR and
512 CPR are available for use
with a HEDS-5120 codewheel or
equivalent.
Applications
The HEDS-9000 and 9100
provide sophisticated motion
detection at a low cost, making
them ideal for high volume
applications. Typical applications
include printers, plotters, tape
drives, and factory automation
equipment.
Theory ofOperation
The HEDS-9000 and 9100 are C-
shaped emitter/detector modules.
Coupledwith a codewheel, they
translate the rotarymotion of a
shaft into a two-channel digital
output.
As seen in the block diagram,
each module contains a single
Light Emitting Diode (LED) as its
light source. The light is
collimated into a parallel beam by
means of a single polycarbonate
lens located directly over the
LED. Opposite the emitter is the
integrated detector circuit. This
IC consists ofmultiple sets of
photodetectors and the signal
processing circuitry necessary to
product the digitalwaveforms.
The codewheel rotates between
the emitter and detector, causing
the light beam to be interrupted
by the pattern of spaces and bars
on the codewheel. The
photodiodeswhich detect these
interruptions are arranged in a
pattern that corresponds to the
radius and design of the ode-
wheel. These detectors are also
spaced such that a light period on
one pair of detectors corresponds
to a dark period on the adjacent
pair of detectors. The photodiode
Block Diagram
"~!vcc
PHOTO-
DIODES COMPARATORS
A
>
SIGNAL
PROCESSING
CIRCUITRY
CHANNEL A
r
NC.
CHANNEL B
ho
Is
IGND
-K>
EMITTER SECTION DETECTOR SECTION
Output Waveforms
outputs are then fed through the
signal processing circuitry
resulting in A, A, B, and B/Two
comparators receive these signals
and produce the final outputs for
channelsA and B. Due to this
integrated phasing technique, the
digital output of channel A is in
quadrature with that of channel B
(90 degrees out of phase).
Definitions
Count (N): The number of bar
and window pairs or counts per
revolution (CPR) of the
codewheel.
1 Shaft Rotation = 360
mechanical
degrees,
= N cycles.
1 cycle (C) = 360
electrical
degrees (e),
= 1 bar and
window pair.
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PulseWidth (P): The number of
electrical degrees that an output
is high during 1 cycle. This value
is nominally 180e or 1/2 cycle.
PulseWidthError (AP): The
deviation, in electrical degrees of
the pulsewidth from its ideal
value of 180e.
State Width (S): The number of
electrical degrees between a
transition in the output of channel
A and the neighboring transition
in the output of channel B. There
are 4 states per cycle, each
nominally 90e.
State WidthError (AS): The
deviation, in electrical degrees, of
each statewidth from its ideal
value of 90e.
Absolute Maximum Ratings
Storage Temperature, Ts -40C to 100C
Operating Temperature, TA -40C to lOO^C
Supply Voltage, Vcc -0.5 V to 7 V
Output Voltage, V0 -0.5 V to Vcc
Output Current per Channel, Iout -1.0 mA to 5 mA
Phase ((/>): The number of elec-
module> chaimelA wi]1 lead
tncal degrees between the center chaimel B. If the codewheel
of the high state of channelA and rotates ^ the opposite direction,
the center of the high state of
chaimel B^ lead chaimel A-
channel B. This value is nominally
90e for quadrature output. OpticalRadius (R^: The dis
tance from the codewheel's center
Phase Error (A</>): The deviation
of rotatkm t0 the optical center
of the phase from its ideal value (0 c } of the encoder module
of 90e.
^
Direction ofRotation:When the
codewheel rotates in the direction
of the arrow on top of the
Recommended Operating Conditions
Parameter Symbol Min. Typ. Max. Units Notes
Temperature T -40 100 C
SupplyVoltage Vcc 4.5 5.5 Volts Ripple < 100 mVp.p
Load Capacitance cL 100 pF 3.3 kW pull-up resistor
Count Frequency f 100 kHz Velocity (ravcO x N
60
Note: The module performance is guaranteed to 100 kHz but can operate at higher frequencies.
Encoding Characteristics
Encoding Characteristics over Recommended Operating Range and RecommendedMounting Tolerances.
These Characteristics do not include codewheel/codestrip contribution.
Description Sym. Typ. Case 1 Max. Case 2 Max. Units Notes
PulseWidth Error AP 30 40 e
Logic StateWidth Error AS 30 40 e
Phase Error A<]> 2 10 105 e
Case 1 : Module mounted on tolerance circle of 0.13 mm ( 0.005 in.).
Case 2: HEDS-9000 mounted on tolerances of 0.50 mm (0.020").
HEDS-9100 mounted ontolerances of 0.38 mm (0.015").
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Electrical Characteristics
Electrical Characteristics over Recommended Operating Range, typical at 25C.
Parameter Symbol Min. Typical Max. Units Notes
Supply Current Ice 17 40 mA
High Level Output Voltage V0H 2.4 Volts I0H = -40 |iAmax.
Low Level Output Voltage Vol 0.4 Volts I0L = 3.2 mA
Rise Time tr 200 ns CL = 25 pF
RL = 11 kQ pull-upFall Time tf 50 ns
Recommended Codewheel Characteristics
Codewheel Options
MAX. 1.9(0.075)
Figure 1. Codestrip Design
Optical
HEDS CPR Radius
Series (N) Option mm (in.)
5120 96 K 11.00(0.433)
5120 100 C 11.00(0.433)
5120 192 D 11.00(0.433)
5120 200 E 11.00(0.433)
5120 256 F 11.00(0.433)
5120 360 G 11.00(0.433)
5120 400 H 11.00(0.433)
5120 500 A 11.00(0.433)
5120 512 I 11.00(0.433)
6100 500 A 23.36 (0.920)
6100 1000 B 23.36 (0.920)
Parameter Symbol Minimum Maximum Units Notes
Window/Bar Ratio fyJ'h 0.7 1.4
Window Length Lw 1.8(0.071) 2.3 (0.09) mm (inch)
Absolute Maximum
Codewheel Radius
Rc R0P + 1.9 (0.0075) mm (inch) Includes eccentricity
errors
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Mounting Considerations
ALIGNING BOSS
0.76 (0.030) HIGH (MAX|
2.36 10.093) 6.026 (0.001 ) DIA.
0.26 (0.01 0) 46 CHAMFER
2 PLACES
-CODEWHEEL
>-MAX. 4.4510.175)
NOTE 1
..__- CODE WHEEL
-
NOTES:
1 THESE DIMENSIONS INCLUDE SHAFT END PLAY.
AND CODEWHEELWARP.
2. MAXIMUM RECOMMENDED MOUNTING SCREW
TORQUE IS 4 ka-cm (3.6 in-lbt).
ARTWORK SIDE
OF CODEWHEEL
(0.187)
ALIGNING BOSS
0.76 (0.0301 HIGH (MAX)
2.36 10.093)0.02510.001) DIA.
0.2510.010) x 45 CHAMFER
2 PLACES
NOTES:
1 . THESE DIMENSIONS INCLUDE SHAFT END PLAY.
AND CODEWHEELWARP.
2. MAXIMUM RECOMMENDED MOUNTING SCREW
TORQUE IS 4 ks<m (3.6 in-lbi).
Figure 2. Mounting Plane Side A. Figure 3. Mounting Plane Side B.
1.80(0.071)-
10 16(0.400]
12.70 10.600) MAX.
3S8(0.141|-
- 5.94 (0.234) MAX.
MOUNTING BOSS -
NOT USED ON 6 mm & 1 /4"
I.D. HUBS
/r 6.32 (0.2491
%~
2-56 SETSCREW
USE
0.035" HEX WRENCH
-0.20 (0.008) MAX.
- 0.064 10.0025)
MOUNTING BOSS -
DIMENSIONS IN MM (INCHES)
Figure 4. Mounting as Referenced to Side A. Figure 5. Mounting as Referenced to Side B.
O.AA
Connectors
Manufacturer Part Number
Mounting
Surface
AMP 1203686-4
640442-5
Both
SideB
DuPont 65039-032 with
4825X-000 term.
Both
HP HEDS-8902
with 4-wire leads
SideB
(see Fig. 6)
Molex 2695 series with
2759 series term.
SideB
31 (0.120.04)
4.62
I0".1B2|
_
11.0
(0.71)
DIMENSIONS IN MM (INCHES]
Figure 6. HEDS-8902 Connector.
PIN NUMBER PARAMETER COLOR
1
2
3
4
5
GROUND
NC.
CH. A
Vcc
CH. B
BLACK
WHITE
RED
BROWN
Ordering Information
HEDS-9000 Option ? HES HEDS-6100 Option
Resolution
(Cycles/Rev)
A - 500 CPR
B - 1000 CPR
T = 2000 CPR*
U = 2048 CPR*
3'?
r
Shaft Diameter
05
06
07
08
09-
3/16 in.
1/4 in.
5/16 in.
3/8 in.
1/2 in.
10 - 5/8 in.
11 - 4 mm
12 - 6 mm
13 -8 mm
HEDS-9100 Option (T|S
i 1
Resolution
(Cycles/Rev)
s- 50 CPR G - 360 CPR
K 96 CPR H - 400 CPR
C 100 CPR A -500 CPR
D - 192 CPR I - 512 CPR
E- 200 CPR B - 1000 CPR*
F- 256 CPR J - 1024 CPR*
HEDS-5120 Option [JDP
Shaft Diameter
01 2 mm 11 - 4 mm
02 3 mm 14 - 5 mm
03 1/8 in. 12 - 6 mm
04 5/32 in. 13 -8 mm
05 3/16 in.
06 1/4 in.
HEDS-91 an
Resolution
(Cycles/Rev)
BA - 250 CPR
BB - 480 CPR
BC - 576 CPR
?Please refer to separate HEDS-9000/9100/9200 Extended Resolution series data sheet for detailed information and Codewheel
selection.
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APPENDIX E
Interface Box
Wiring Diagam
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APPENDIX F
AdvancedMotion Devices
Model 5A5 Amplifier
Specifications
10A Series
SERIES 10A SERVO AMPLIFIERS
Models:- 5A5, 10A8
FEATURES:
* Surface-mount
technology
* Extremely
small size
* Ease of use
* Low cost
* Single supply
operation (10A8)
* Four quadrant
regenerative
operation
5A5 10A8
DESCRIPTION: 10A Series PWM servo amplifiers are designed to drive brush type DC motors. There are two different
models to the 10A Series: models 10A8 and model 5A5. Operating efficiency for 5A5 is 90%, and 95% for 10A8. Both
models are fully protected against over-voltage, over-current, over-heating and short-circuits across motor, ground and
power leads. These amplifiers interface with digital controllers or can be used as a stand-alone drive. Model 10A8
requires a single unregulated power supply only. Model 5A5 also requires an external +12V to +15V supply. A
potentiometer is located on the side of both modules for loop gain adjustment.
|r= open 75K H< IK I OK I
SA MA 20 lfi I OA |
te open ?5K 1 SK 1 1KT 1 OK 1
la 10ft 8A I so 1 so 1 Oft 1
INTEGRATOR CAPACITOR INTEGRATOR CAPACITOR , \ CURRENT LIMIT RESISTOR **
.^CURRENTMONITOR. !U=2fi
<D-0
12 TO 15 UDC INPUT
X P IS LOOP GAIN ADJUSTMENT SUPPLIED BY USER (OPTIONAL)
CM THE SIDE OF CASE
UOLTAGE FEEDBACK INHIBIT INHIBIT
MODEL 5A5 NODEL 1008
ADVANCED MOTION CONTROLS
3629 Vista Mercado, Camarillo, CA 93012 Tel: (805) 389-1935, Fax: (805) 389-1165
Series
MODELS
POWER STAGE SPECIFICATIONS
1 - .
10A8 5A5
DC SUPPLY VOLTAGE ** 20-80V ** 20-50V
LOW VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY Not required +1 1 V to +1 6V @+5mA
PEAK CURRENT (internally limited) +10A +5A
MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS CURRENT +6A +3A
MINIMUM LOAD INDUCTANCE* 200uH
SWITCHING FREQUENCY 33KHZ
HEATSINK (BASE) TEMPERATURE RANGE
to +65C, output current limit internally reduced
if above +65C
POWER DISSIPATION AT CONT. CURRENT 20W @ 6A 12W @ 3A
OVER-VOLTAGE SHUT-DOWN (self-reset) 86V 52V
BANDWIDTH 2.5KHz
MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS
CONNECTOR Molex connector
SIZE (inches) 4.00 x 2.00 x .60 2.82 x 1.62 x .60
WEIGHT 5.1 oz. 3.5 oz.
* Low inductance motors
("pancake"
and "basket-wound") require external inductors.
** Modification for 12V battery operation is available. Specify when placing order.
CAUTION: WHEN NOT MOUNTED DIRECTLY ON FACTORY SUPPLIED MATING MOUNTING
CARDS, POWER LEADS LONGER THAN ONE FOOT REQUIRE EXTERNAL BY-PASS
CAPACITORS (MIN. 1000 uF) FOR HIGH VOLTAGE. PLEASE CONTACT FACTORY
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.
10A Series
PIN FUNCTIONS
CONNECTOR PIN NAME DESCRIPTION / NOTES I/O
10
P1
11
12
13
14
15
16
+15V
GND
-15V
+12 to +15V inputs for model 5A5.
Pins 1 & 3 are not connected for model 10A8.
Pin P1- 2 is signal ground.
REF Maximum 15V, 10K input resistance
TACH Maximum +60V analog, 20K input resistance
CURRENT
MONITOR
Current monitor. This DC signal is proportional
to the actual current in the motor leads:
1V = 2A for 10A8, and 1V = 1A for 5A5
(also see pin P1- 9 description)
CURRENT
LIMIT
The external current limiting resistor connects
between P1-8 and 9. See block diagram on data
sheet (page A-35) for values
CURRENT
REF
Command signal to the internal current-loop.
The maximum peak current rating of the amplifier
always equals 7.5V at this pin.
Also see following pin descriptions:
P1-13 for 10A8 and P1-11 for 5A5
INTEGRATOR
For 5A5, shorting this pin to P1-10 eliminates the
velocity/voltage loop integrator. This provides
direct access to the internal current loop (current
mode). The potentiometer on the side of the
case can be used to adjust the input-voltage to
output-current ratio in current mode. For 10A8,
this is the output of the internal unity-gain
inverting amplifier
INHIBIT Apply +3V to +15V @3mA to inhibit drive
INTEGRATOR
Applicable for 10A8 only. Shorting this pin to P1-
10'eliminates the velocity/voltage loop integrator.
This provides direct access to the internal current
loop (current mode). The potentiometer on the
side of the case can be used to adjust the input-
voltage to output-current ratio in current mode
INHIBIT
Applicable for 10A8 only. Inhibit. It turns off all
four mosfets of the "H" bridge drive when pulled
to ground. Leaving this pin open or connecting it
to +15V enables the amplifier module
VOLTS OUT
Applicable for 10A8 only. Output of the internal
differential amplifier. This signal is proportional to
the output voltage
INV. IN
Applicable for 10A8 only. Input of the internal
unity-gain inverting amplifier
O
O
O
10A Series
OPERATING MODE SELECTION
10A Series amplifiers operate in the following modes:
Voltage Mode (10A8 only)
Velocity Mode
* Current (Torque) Mode
Use of mating mounting card is required for the following modes:
Analog Position Loop mode
Voltage Mode (5A5 only)
Voltage mode can be selected for model 10A8 by shorting pins P1-15 andP1-5. Use of mating mounting cards is required
for 5A5. Current (Torque) mode can be selected for model 10A8 by shorting pin P1-10 to P1-13. This mode can be
selected for model 5A5 by shorting pin P1-10 to P1-11.
See section "G" for more information.
CURRENT LIMIT ADJUSTMENTS
These amplifiers feature a single current limit adjustment. If due to extremely harsh operating conditions over-heating
occurs, the internal analog temperature sensor automatically reduces the current limit to a safe level without interrupting
operation or damaging the amplifier. The current limit can be reduced by connecting an external resistor between pins
P1- 8 and 9. See chart on the data sheet (page A-35) for values.
See section "G" for more information.
RECOMMENDED MOUNTING CARDS
Mounting cards: MF3X510, MF2X510, MF1X510
MC1X510, MC2X510, MC3X510
TYPICAL SYSTEM WIRING: See section "G" (G-7).
ORDERING INFORMATION
Models: 5A5X, 10A8X
X indicates the current revision number.
MOUNTING DIMENSIONS: See section "E" fig. 5 (E-7).
MC3X Series
SERIES MC3X MOUNTING CARDS
Models:
MF3X510, MF2X510, MF1X510A, MC1X510, MC2X510, MC3X510
FEATURES:
* Differential or single-ended inputs
* Potentiometer adjustments
for offset/test, input gain,
tach, IR compensation, current limit
* Current, voltage, tachometer,
and IR compensation modes
DESCRIPTION: Advanced Motion Controls MC3X Series mounting card product line is designed to host three Model 10A8
or Model 5A5 servo amplifiers. On-card DC-to-DC converter generates the +15V from the high voltage supply. Customer
is provided +10V at +5mA for customer use at the screw terminals. Part NO's beginning with
"MC"
can host both 5A5's
and 10A8's. Part NO's beginning with
"MF"
can host either 5A5's or 10A8's and feature an on board filter in the motor
lines. The schematic on the reverse side of this data sheet describes all combinations of 5A5 and/or 10A8 for 1-, 2-, and
3-axes cards. The cards measure: 4.98" x 8.00" (3-axes), 4.98" x 6.02" (2-axes), 3.80" x 4.98" (1-axis). The highest point
on the cards is 1.10"
POTENTIOMETER FUNCTIONS:
Hk
ff+j
FIT
7* . 'ylBPmEy]
POTENTIOMETER DESCRIPTION TURNING CW
Pot 5, 10, 15
Tachometer gain adjustment (normally not necessary and not factory
installed)
Increase
Pot 4, 9, 14 Adjustment of IR compensation feed back amount Increase
Pot 3, 8, 13 Current limit adjustment Increase
Pot 2, 7, 12 Input gain adjustment Increase
Pot 1 , 6, 1 1
Adjustment of any offset or imbalance in the amplifier/card assembly or in
the input signal N/A
Servo Amplifier/Card Configurations: The operating modes are selected by DIP switches according to the table on the
block diagram. When SW 1, 5, 9 are in "test mode", the sensitivity of the offset pots is increased so they can be used as
an "on-board reference signal"
Current Mode Reference-Gain Adjustments: Connect
"+C" to "+10V" on screw terminal and adjust Pot 2, 7, 12 (for
channels #1, 2, 3) to obtain -5V at the test point located between Pot 2, 7, 12 and edge of card (wiper of Pot 2, 7, 12).
Adjust the potentiometer located on the side of the amplifier module to obtain 7.5V at left contacts of C 3, 43, 63 (which
are connected to pin 10 of module). C 3, 43, 63 are not factory installed.
Amplifier Loop-Compensation: In Voltage and Tachometer Mode rotate potentiometer located on the side of the
amplifier module clockwise until oscillation occurs, and then turn counter-clockwise until oscillation stops.
IR Compensation Configuration: Rotate potentiometer located on the side of the amplifier module clockwise until
oscillation occurs, and then turn counter-clockwise until oscillation stops. Repeat this procedure for Pot 4.
See section "G".
ADVANCED MOTION CONTROLS
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MODE SELECTION TABLE
AMP #1 AMP #2 AMP #3
OPERATING MODES SW1 SU2 SW3 SW4 SW5 SUS SW7 SW8 SW9 SW10 sun SW1E
CURRENT MODE OFF ON OFF OFF OFF ON OFF OFF OFF ON OFF OFF
UOLTAGE MODE OFF OFF ON OFF OFF OFF ON OFF OFF OFF ON OFF
IR COMPENSATION OFF OFF ON ON OFF OFF ON ON OFF OFF ON ON
TACHOMETER MODE OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF
TEST MODE ON OFF ON OFF ON OFF ON OFF ON OFF ON OFF
POSITION MODE OFF OFF ON OFF OFF OFF ON OFF OFF OFF ON OFF
NOT INSTALLED IN FACTORY
ANALOG POSITION LOOP MODE
In this mode the feedback device is an analog potentiometer mechanically tied to the positioned object. This potentiometer
can be powered by the card (+/-10V). The command is an analog signal which can be supplied by the user, or a
potentiometer supplied by the card (+/-10V) (see analog position mode block diagram page G-15). Tune amplifier in
voltage mode (or in IR compensation mode for best results), then connect the analog position feedback and turn Pot 2
clockwise until oscillation occurs. Finally, rotate Pot 2 counter-clockwise to stop oscillation. (Oscillation may not occur).
MC3X Series
MOUNTING DIMENSIONS:
4.98 458
020-
TYP
020H
TYP
-5.62-
-6.02-
Approxtoate weight is 5 oz.
4.98 458
020
TYP
T
0.20H
TYP
dk
- 3,40 -
-3.80-
- 015 DIA, 4 PL
MC2X510
HIGHEST -POINT DN THE CARD IS UO'.
MC1X510
HIGHEST POINT DN THE CARD IS UO'.
Approximate weight is 4 oz,
- 015 DIA, 4 PL
4.98 458
020
TYP
020-
TYP
TDLERANCES
.XX
- +.01
.XXX +,(
SCALD 1 s 1
- 015 DIA, 4 PL
- 7.60 -
- 8.00 -
MC3X510
HIGHEST POINT DN THE CARD IS 110'.
Approximate weight is 7 oz.
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;et-up Instructions and Application Notes
7. AMPLIFIER ADJUSTMENT (TUNING) PROCEDURE
Command Signal
The command signal is a reference voltage which is applied to the amplifier to control the motor direction
and speed.
Feedback Elements
The feedback element can be any device capable of generating a voltage signal proportional to velocity,
position or any parameter of interest. Such signals can be provided directly by a tachometer or
potentiometer or indirectly by other feedback devices such as resolvers, Hall sensors or encoders. These
latter devices must have their outputs converted to a DC voltage before being connected to the amplifier.
The feedback element must be connected for negative feedback. This negative feedback will cause a
difference between the command signal and the feedback signal. This difference is called the error signal.
The amplifier compares the feedback signal to the command signal to produce the required output to the
load by continually reducing the error signal to zero.
Initial Power-On Test
CAUTION: These initial adjustments should be performed with the motor decoupled from its mechanical
load!
With a zero speed command applied momentarily apply power to the amplifier. If upon application of power
the motor rapidly accelerates, a runaway condition exists due most likely to polarity reversal of eithermotor
or feedback element wiring. If the motor and feedback elements are properly connected, and the amplifier
is functioning normally, the motor shaft will remain stationary or drift slightly in either direction with power
applied. If the motor does not run away, but emits a high-pitched squeal, turn loop-gain potentiometer
counter-clockwise until squeal stops.
Offset adjustment
Put the test offset switch in the on position, and trim the
"offset"
potentiometer for minimum amplifier output
current by observing motor drift. Turn test offset switch off. Offset adjustment is complete.
Reference gain adjustment
This potentiometer adjusts the ratio between input signal and output variables (voltage, current, velocity).
Turn this potentiometer clockwise until the required output is obtained for a given input signal.
Current limit adjustments
It is critical to set the current limit so that the instantaneous motor current does not exceed the specified
motor peak current rating. Should this occur, the motor permanent magnets may be demagnetized. This
would reduce both torque constant and torque rating of the motor and seriously affect system performance.
Most Advanced Motion Controls servo amplifiers feature peak and continuous current limit adjustments.
The maximum peak current is needed for fast acceleration and deceleration. Most amplifiers
are capable of supplying the maximum peak current for 2 sec. and then the current limit is reduced
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gradually to the continuous value. The purpose of this is to protect the motor in stalled condition by
reducing the current limit to the maximum continuous value. Current limiting is implemented in the amplifier
by reducing the output voltage.
The current limit adjustment potentiometer has 12 active turns plus 1 inactive turn at each end and is
approximately linear. Thus, to adjust the current limit, turn the potentiometer counter-clockwise to zero
(using ohmmeter), then turn clockwise to the appropriate value. If the peak current reference does not
reach the set peak current limit , the time for peak current will be longer than 2 sec. The actual time will
be a function of RMS current.
A selection of amplifiers feature separate peak and continuous current limit adjustments. This can be done
by connecting an external resistor between the continuous current limiting pin and the signal ground.
In addition, many amplifiers have the option of current limiting using the DIP switches. If this is an option,
it will be portrayed in the switch function section for the particular amplifier.
Compensation Adjustments
Servo system performance can be judged by the following three characteristics:
Stability
Accuracy
* Responsiveness without over-shoot
Using ADVANCED MOTION CONTROLS servo amplifiers provide a short and straightforward process to
meet all three of these criteria. The process involves obtaining a stable servo using the compensation
adjustment while optimizing the response of the system.
For this purpose, it is necessary to be able to feed in a small step at the reference input, and observe the
tachometer feedback signal on an oscilloscope. Set the compensation adjustment to obtain a properly
compensated response. This will be the fastest response without over-shoot. If the system is under
compensated (slow response without over-shoot), turn the compensation potentiometer clockwise. If it is
over-compensated (over-shoot and oscillation), turn the compensation potentiometer counter-clockwise.
Practical Hints About Loop Compensation:
NOTE: In most applications, the compensation can be adjusted by rotating potentiometer Pot 1 (loop gain)
clockwise until the motor oscillates audibly and then backing off until it stops. This simple
procedure also applies to voltage mode.
Except models 10A8 and 5A5 all AMC's amplifiers feature optional user installed through hole components
for custom compensation. These components can be used to implement custom compensation. For most
applications the standard built in compensation is satisfactory. The amplifier block diagrams show the built
in SMT component values for every user installed through hole component. These built in SMT components
can be removed easily by a regular fine tip soldering iron by heating up both side of the component back
and forth. Then gently lifting component.
Contact factory for custom compensation application help.
Current loop:
The current loop response is determined by the current loop gain resistor. The greater the resistor value
the faster the response. Typically the 1 0K setting is recommended for load inductors less then 2mH and
the 100K setting is for more then 2mH. This may be accomplished by either switching in the extra capacitor
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with the DIP switch or installing a through hole capacitor. For load inductor values higher then 5mH 200K
or higher through resistor can be installed for faster response. If the resistor value is too high for the
inductance than overshoot or oscillation occurs in the current loop.
Voltage loop:
Compensating the voltage loop requires the least amount of effort. Turn POT1 CW and back off if
oscillation occurs.
Velocity loop:
The velocity loop response is determined by the loop gain potentiometer P1. The greater the POT value
(CW) the faster the response. The velocity integrator capacitor can be used to compensate for large load
inertia. The greater the load inertia the greater capacitor value is required. This may be accomplished by
either switching in the extra capacitor with the DIP switch or installing a through hole capacitor. The need
for an extra capacitor can be verified by shorting out the velocity integrator capacitor with the DIP switch.
If the velocity loop is stable with the capacitor shorted out and unstable with the capacitor in the circuit then
a greater capacitor value is needed.
Analog position loop:
Use of a tachometer is recommended to achieve a responsive position loop performance because the
position loop is closed around the velocity loop. First the velocity loop must be stabilized (or voltage loop
for undemanding applications). The position loop gain is determined by the fixed value of the front
differential amplifier of the servo amp. For best result the servo amp can be ordered with higher differential
amp gain. Extension ANP must be specified e.g. 25A8-ANP
8. TEST POINTS FOR POTENTIOMETERS
Once the potentiometer adjustments in the compensation section are complete, the resistance values can
be measured for future adjustments. Test points for the potentiometerwipers are provided and are located
under all four potentiometers. Make sure the power is off, then measure the resistance between the test
point and the outer leg of the potentiometer or between the test point and an appropriate ground. The
potentiometers are all approximately 50K.
9. INVERTED INHIBIT INPUTS
Inputs INH and +/-INH can be inverted by removing
"J1" jumper (0 ohm SMT resistor marked on PCB).
Removing J1 jumper requires that all inhibit lines be brought to ground to enable amplifier. All amplifiers
except the 5A5 and 10A8 can be ordered with this option. Part number example would be B30A8X-INV.
INV stands for inverted inhibit inputs.
10. TROUBLE SHOOTING
Overload Fault
A. Verify that the motor shaft rotates freely with no power applied when uncoupled from the load.
B. Verify that the minimum inductance requirement is met.
Heat-sink Temperature
Verify that the heat-sink temperature is less than
65 C.
APPENDIX G
Burr-Brown INA114 Instrumentation Amplifier
Specifications
tor immediate Assistance, Contact YourLocal Salesperson
BURR-BROWN
wmmi INA114
Precision
INSTRUMENTATION AMPLIFIER
FEATURES
LOW OFFSET VOLTAGE: 50u.V max
LOW DRIFT: 0.25uV/C max
LOW INPUT BIAS CURRENT: 2nA max
HIGH COMMON-MODE REJECTION:
115dBmin
INPUT OVER-VOLTAGE PROTECTION:
40V
WIDE SUPPLY RANGE: 2.25 to 18V
LOW QUIESCENT CURRENT: 3mA max
8-PIN PLASTIC AND CERAMIC DIP,
SOL-16
APPLICATIONS
BRIDGE AMPLIFIER
THERMOCOUPLE AMPLIFIER
RTD SENSOR AMPLIFIER
MEDICAL INSTRUMENTATION
DATA ACQUISITION
DESCRIPTION
The INAl 14 is a low cost, general purpose instrumen
tation amplifier offering excellent accuracy. Its versa
tile 3-op amp design and small size make it ideal for a
wide range of applications.
A single external resistor sets any gain from 1 to 10,000.
Internal input protection can withstand up to 40V
without damage.
The INA 1 14 is lasertrimmed forvery low offset voltage
(50(iV), drift (0.25(J.V/C) and high common-mode
rejection (1 15dB at G = 1000). It operates with power
supplies as low as 2.25V, allowing use in battery
operated and single 5V supply systems. Quiescent cur
rent is 3mA maximum.
The INAl 14 is available in 8-pin plastic and ceramic
DIPs, and SOL-16 surface-mount packages, specified
for the -40C to +85C temperature range.
vo-
W
v+
7^(13)
Over-Voltage
Protection
INA114
PM-
25kD
Over-Voltage
Protection
25kil
25kn
Feedback
25kn
PvV-
25kfl
-vW-
25kD
(12)
DIP Connected
Internally
(11)
*-ov
G = 1 50kn
(10)
-ORef
P <7P
DIP-* o x (SOIC)
V-
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SPECIFICATIONS
ELECTRICAL
At T. = +25C, V.= 1SV, R= 2kn unless otherwise noted.
PARAMETER CONDITIONS
INA114BP, BG, BU INA114AP, AG, AU
UNrrsMIN TYP MAX MIN TYP MAX
INPUT
Offset Voltage. RTI
Initial T^= +25C 10 + 20/G 50 + 100/G 25 + 30/G 125 + 500/G fV
vs Temperature ' Ae ' M(N "^ ' MAX 0.1 + 0.5/G 0.25 + 5/G 0.25 + 5/G 1 +10/G uV/C
vs Power Supply Vs = 12.25V to 18V 0.5 + 2/G 3 + 10/G
'
uV/V
Long-Term Stability 0.2 + 0.5/G uV/mo
Impedance, Differential 10" |[ 6 niipp
Common-Mode 10,o||6 niipp
Input Common-Mode Range 11 13.5 V
Safe Input Voltage 40 V
Common-Mode Rejection Va, = 10V,ARs=1kn
G-1 80 96 75 90 dB
G = 10 96 115 90 106 dB
G = 100 110 120 106 110 dB
G = 1000 115 120 106 110 dB
BIAS CURRENT 0.5 2 5 nA
vs Temperature 8 pA/C
OFFSET CURRENT 0.5 2 5 nA
vs Temperature 8 pA/C
NOISE VOLTAGE, RTI G = 1000, Rs = on
f = 10Hz 15 nV/vHz
f=100Hz 11 nV/vHz
f = 1kHz 11 nV/\'Hz
fe=0.1Hzto10Hz 0.4 (iVp-p
Noise Current
f=10Hz 0.4 pA/VFiz
f=1kHz 02. pA/vHz
f.= 0.1Hz to 10Hz 18 pAp-p
GAIN
Gain Equation 1+(50kn/Ro) V/V
Range of Gain 1 10000
* V/V
Gain Error G = 1 0.01 0.05
* %
G-10 0.02 0.4 0.5 %
G = 100 0.05 0.5 0.7 %
G = 1000 0.5 1 2 %
Gain vs Temperature G = 1 2 10 10 ppm/C
50kQ Resistance"1 25 100 ppnVC
Nonlinearhy G = 1 0.0001 0.001 0.002 % of FSR
G = 10 0.0005 0.002 0.004 % of FSR
G = 100 0.0005 0.002 0.004 % of FSR
G = 1000 0.002 0.01 0.02 % of FSR
OUTPUT
Voltage l0 = 5mA, TufN to Tu,*
VS=11.4V, l\ = 2kn
+13.5
10
13.7
10.5
V
V
VS = 2.25V, Rl = 2kfl 1 1.5
* V
Load Capacitance Stability 1000 PF
Snort Circuit Current +20/-15 mA
FREQUENCY RESPONSE
Bandwidth, -3dB G = 1
G = 10
G = 100
G = 1000
1
100
10
1
MHz
kHz
kHz
kHz
Slew Rate Vo = 10V,G = 10 0.3 0.6
"
V/us
Settling Time, 0.01% G = 1
G = 10
G = 100
G = 1000
18
20
120
1100
US
|1S
US
us
Overload Recovery 50% Overdrive 20 US
POWER SUPPLY
Voltage Range 2.25 15 18
"
V
Current v=ov 2.2 +3 mA
TEMPERATURE RANGE
Specification -40 85
*
"C
Operating -40 125 "C
e* 80 C/W
Specification same as INA114BP/BU.
NOTE: (1 ) Temperature coefficient of the
"SOkfl"
term in the gain equation.
The information provided herein is believed to be reliable; however, BURR-BROWN assumes no responsibility for inaccuracies oromissions. BURR-BROWN assumes
no responsibility for the use of this information, and all use of such information shall be entirely at the user's own risk. Prices and specifications are subject to change
without notice. No patent rights or licenses to any of the circuits described herein are implied or granted to any third party. BURR-BROWN does not authorize orwarrant
any BURR-BROWN product for use in life support devices and/or systems.
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PIN CONFIGURATIONS
P and G Package
Top View
Rg 1
^P
8
V-.N 2 7
V*,N 3 6
V- 4 5
U Package
8-Pin DIP
Rg
V+
Vo
Ref
SOL-16 Surface-Mount
Top View
NC 1
Rg 2
NC 3
vw 4
v* 5
NC 6
V- 7
NC 8
o 16 NC
15 Rg
14 NC
13 V+
12 Feedback
11 V0
10 Ref
9 NC
ELECTROSTATIC
DISCHARGE SENSITIVITY
This integrated circuit can be damaged by ESD. Burr-Brown
recommends that all integrated circuits be handled with ap
propriate precautions. Failure to observe properhandling and
installation procedures can cause damage.
ESD damage can range from subtle performance degradation
to complete device failure. Precision integrated circuits may
bemore susceptible to damage because very small parametric
changes could cause the device not to meet its published
specifications.
ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
Supply Voltage 18V
Input Voltage Range 40V
Output Short-Circuit (to ground) Continuous
Operating Temperature .; 40C to +125C
Storage Temperature -40C to +125C
Junction Temperature +150C
Lead Temperature (soldering, 10s) +300C
ORDERING INFORMATION
MODEL PACKAGE TEMPERATURE RANGE
INA114AP
INA114BP
INA114AG
INA114BG
INA114AU
INA114BU
Plastic DIP
Plastic DIP
Ceramic DIP
Ceramic DIP
Surface-Mount
Surface-Mount
-40C to +5C
-40C to +B5C
-40C to +85C
-40C to -tSS-C
-40C to +65C
-40C to +85C
PACKAGE INFORMATION*"
PACKAGE DRAWING
MODEL PACKAGE NUMBER
INA114AP 8-Pin Plastic DIP 006
INA114BP 8-Pin Plastic DIP 006
INA114AG 8-Pin Ceramic DIP 254
INA114BG 8-Pin Ceramic DIP 254
INA114AU SOL-16 Surface-Mount 211
INA114BU SOL-16 Surface-Mount 211
NOTE: (1) For detailed drawing and dimension table, please see end of data
sheet, or Appendix D of Burr-Brown IC Data Book.
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APPLICATION INFORMATION
Figure 1 shows the basic connections-required for operation
of the INAl 14. Applications with noisy or high impedance
power supplies may require decoupling capacitors close to
the device pins as shown.
The output is referred to the output reference (Ref) terminal
whicli is normally grounded. This must be a low-impedance
connection to assure good common-mode rejection. A resis
tance of 5Q. in series with the Ref pin will cause a typical
device to degrade to approximately 80dB CMR (G = 1 ).
SETTING THE GAIN
Gain of the INAl 14 is set by connecting a single external
resistor, Rc:
G= 1 +
50 kQ
R
(D
Commonly used gains and resistor values are shown in
Figure 1.
The 50kQ term in equation (1) comes from the sum of the
two internal feedback resistors. These are on-chip metal film
resistors which are laser trimmed to accurate absolute val
ues, The accuracy and temperature coefficient of these
resistors are included in the gain accuracy and drift specifi
cations of the INAl 14.
The stability and temperature drift of the external gain
setting resistor, Ro, also affects gain. Re's contribution to
gain accuracy and drift can be directly inferred from the gain
equation (1). Low resistor values required for high gain can
make wiring resistance important. Sockets add to the wiring
resistance which will contribute additional gain error (possi
bly ah unstable gain error) in gains of approximately 100 or
greater.
NOISE PERFORMANCE
The INAl 14 provides very low noise in most applications.
For differential source impedances less than lkQ, the INAl03
may provide lower noise. For source impedances greater
than 50kQ, the INA111 FET-input instrumentation ampli
fier may provide lower noise.
Low frequency noise of the INAl 14 is approximately
0.4u.Vp-p measured from 0.1 to 10Hz. This is approximately
one-tenth the noise of "lownoise"chopper-stabilized ampli
fiers.
v+
Q
Pin numbers are
for DIP packages.
V,uO-
vo-
0.1 pF
"1
Over-Voltage
Protection
INA114
25kQ
vWJ
V\AP
25kn 25kn
Over-Voltage
Protection
-VW-
25kn
-VW-
25ki2
DESIRED Rc NEAREST 1% R_
GAIN (fi) (A)
1 No Connection No Connection
2 50.00k 49.9k
5 12.50k 12.4k
10 5.556k 5.62k
20 2.632k 2.61k
50 1.02k 1.02k
100 505.1 511
200 251.3 249
500 100.2 100
1000 50.05 49.9
2000 25.01 24.9
5000 10.00 10
10000 5.001 4.99
v0=G-(v,;-vrN)
50kQG-1
-O
'. Load V0
O
0.1 uF
PP
Also drawn in simplified form:
vio-
FIGURE I. Basic Connections.
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OFFSET TRIMMING
The INAl 14 is laser trimmed for very low offset voltage and
drift. Most applications require no external offset adjust
ment. Figure 2 shows an optional circuit for trimming the
output offset voltage. The voltage applied to Ref terminal is
summed at the output. Low impedance must be maintained
at this node to assure good common-mode rejection. This is
achieved by buffering trim voltage with an op amp as
shown.
v,o-
V+ Q
Adjustment Range
(j) 1/2 IOOuAREF200
ioon
iokn
ioon
100uA
1/2 REF200
V-6
FIGURE 2. Optional Trimming of Output Offset Voltage.
INPUT BIAS CURRENT RETURN PATH
The input impedance of the INAl 14 is extremely high
approximately 10'ii. However, a path must "be provided for
the input bias current of both inputs. This input bias current
is typically less than lnA (it can be either polarity due to
cancellation circuitry). High input impedance means that
this input bias current changes very little with varying input
voltage.
Input circuitry must provide a path for this input bias current
if the INAl 14 is to operate properly. Figure 3 shows various
provisions for an input bias current path. Without a bias
current return path, the inputs will float to a potential which
exceeds the common-mode range of the INAl 14 and the
input amplifiers will saturate. If the differential source resis
tance is low, bias current return path can be connected to one
input (see thermocouple example in Figure 3). With higher
source impedance, using two resistors provides a balanced
input with possible advantages of lower input offset voltage
due to bias current and better common-mode rejection.
INPUT COMMON-MODE RANGE
The linear common-mode range of the input op amps of the
INAl 14 is approximately +13.75V (or 1.25V from the
power supplies). As the output voltage increases, however,
the linear input range will be limited by the output voltage
swing of the input amplifiers, A, and A2. The common-mode
range is related to the output voltage of the complete
amplifier see performance curve "Input Common-Mode
Range vs Output
Voltage"
Center-tap provides
bias current return.
FIGURE3. Providing an InputCommon-ModeCurrent Path.
A combination of common-mode and differential input
signals can cause the output of A, or A2 to saturate. Figure
4 shows the output voltage swing ofA, and A2 expressed in
terms of a common-mode and differential input voltages.
Output swing capability ofthese internal amplifiers is the
same as the output amplifier, A3. For applications where
input common-mode range must be maximized, limit the
output voltage swing by connecting the INAl 14 in a lower
gain (see performance curve "Input Common-Mode Voltage
Range vs Output Voltage"). If necessary, add gain after the
INAl 14 to increase the voltage swing.
Input-overload often produces an output voltage that appears
normal. For example, an input voltage of +20V on one input
and +40V on the other input will obviously exceed the linear
common-mode range of both input amplifiers. Since both
input amplifiers are saturated to nearly the same output
voltage limit, the difference voltage measured by the output
amplifier will be near zero. The output of the INAl 14 will
be near OV even though both inputs are overloaded.
INPUT PROTECTION
The inputs of the INAl 14 are individually protected for
voltages up to 40V. For example, a condition of -40V on
one input and +40V on the other input will not cause
damage. Internal circuitry on each input provides low series
impedance under normal signal conditions. To provide
equivalent protection, series input resistors would contribute
excessive noise. If the input is overloaded, the protection
circuitry limits the input current to a safe value (approxi
mately 1.5mA). The typical performance curve "Input Bias
Current vs Common-Mode Input Voltage" shows this input
BURR - BROWN*
Burr-Brown IC Data Book Linear Products
For ImmediateAssistance, Contact Your Local Salesperson
current limit behavior. The inputs are protected even if no
power supply voltage is present.
OUTPUT VOLTAGE SENSE (SOL-16 package only)
The surface-mount version of the INAl 14 has a separate
output sense feedback connection (pin 12). Pin 12 must be
connected to the output terminal (pin 1 1) for proper opera
tion. (This connection is made internally on the DIP version
of the INAl 14.)
The output sense connection can be used to sense the output
voltage directly at the load for best accuracy. Figure 5 shows
how to drive a. load through series interconnection resis
tance. Remotely located feedback paths may cause instabil
ity. This can be. generally be eliminated with a high fre
quency feedback path through C,. Heavy loads or long lines
can be driven by connecting a buffer inside the feedback
path (Figure 6).
v- G-v,
v+
Over-Voltage
Protection
-WA-
25kil
Over-Voltage
Protection
25kn
-VW'
-VW
i
25kn
INA114
VW
i
25kfl
VW-
25kn
VW-
25k2
G = 1 +
sokn
Rg
-OV =G-Vn
J_
G-Vn
FIGURE 4. Voltage Swing ofA, and A2
V,nO-
V,nO-
Surface-mount package
J version only.
__1 ,'. /.A_J*>_t .* ; v
y/^
Output |
Sense
v V
"
X
> \ S
"
Equal resistance here preserves
flood common-mode rejection.
FIGURE 5. Remote Load and Ground Sensing.
- Load
VIN^
>Rg
V*
n
Surface-mount package
J version only.
Output
.Sense
INA114 P yw
Ref 180Q
FIGURE 6. Buffered Output forHeavy Loads.
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rPW-
22.1kn
22.1I<Q
Shield is driven at the <^
common-mode potential. ^< 1"
-sun
ForG = 100
RG = 511Q//2(22.1kn)
effective Rq = 505Q
FIGURE 7. Shield Driver Circuit.
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APPENDIX H
CustomizedMATLAB Files
FILE LISTING: ^nprnp^,
global RTLINK_PATH-
RTLINK_PATH='c.\mx3 IVrtlink'-
path (path, RTLINK_PATH);
buildopt;
FILE LISTING: "MATLABRC.M"
%MATLABRC Master startup M-file.
%
% MATLABRC is automatically executed by MATLAB during startup.
% It establishes the MATLAB path, sets the default figure size,
% and sets a few uicontrol defaults.
%
% On multi-user or networked systems, the system manager can put
% any messages, definitions, etc. that apply to all users here.
%
% MATLABRC also invokes a STARTUP command if the file 'startup.m'
% exists on the MATLAB path.
% Copyright (c) 1984-93 by the MathWorks, Inc.
% Display helpful hints.
disp('This installation ofMatlab has been modified to be more')
disp('"user friendly" for programmers of the IMI MX31 Development System.')
disp(' ')
disp('See "About..." in the "remote control"for more info...')
disp('
-Tom LeBlanc')
disp('
')
disp('Variables reserved for the TRI gripper include:')
disp(' in_cnt, in_inch, out_cnt, out_inch, left_vt, right_vt, calib_wt, Ts')
disp('
')
disp('Sample Time (Ts) has been set to 1ms... ')
disp('
')
% Set the default figure position, in pixels.
% On small screens, make figure smaller, with same aspect ratio.
screen = get(0, 'ScreenSize');
width = screen(3);
height = screen(4);
ifheight>=500
mwwidth = 560; mwheight = 420;
else
mwwidth = 500; mwheight = 375;
end
left = (width-mwwidth)/2;
bottom = height-mwheight-60;
rect = [ left bottom mwwidth mwheight ];
set(0, 'defaultfigureposition',rect);
% Make uicontrols, uimenus and lines look better on monochrome displays.
ifget(0,'ScreenDepth')== 1 ,
set(0,'DefaultUIControIBackgroundColor','white');
set(0,'DefaultUlMenuBackgroundColor'5'white');
set(0,'DefaultAxesLineStyleOrder','-|-|:|-.')
set(0,'DefaultAxesColorOrder',[l 1 1]);
end
% Clean up work space.
clear screen width height mwwidth mwheight left bottom rect
flops(O);
matlabpath([...
'C:\MATLAB\toolbox\local',...
C:\MATLAB\toolbox\matlab\datafun',...
C:\MATLAB\toolbox\matlab\elfun',...
C:\MATLAB\toolbox\matlab\elmat',...
C:\MATLAB\tooIbox\matlab\funfijn',...
C:\MATLAB\toolbox\matlab\general',...
C:\MATLAB\toolbox\matlab\color',...
C:\MATLAB\toolbox\matlab\graphics',...
C:\MATLAB\toolbox\matlab\iofun',...
C:\MATLAB\toolbox\matlab\lang',...
C:\MATLAB\toolbox\matlab\matfun',...
C:\MATLAB\toolbox\matlab\ops',...
C:\MATLAB\toolbox\matlab\plotxy',...
C:\MATLAB\toolbox\matlab\pIotxyz',...
C:\MATLAB\toolbox\matlab\polyfun',...
C:\MATLAB\toolbox\matlab\sounds',...
C:\MATLAB\toolbox\matlab\sparfun',...
C:\MATLAB\toolbox\matIab\specfun',...
C:\MATLAB\toolbox\matlab\specmat', . . .
C:\MATLAB\toolbox\matlab\strfun',...
C:\MATLAB\toolbox\matlab\dde',...
C:\MATLAB\toolbox\matlab\demos',...
C:\MATLAB\toolbox\simulink\simulink',...
C:\MATLAB\toolbox\simulink\simdemos',...
C:\MATLAB\toolbox\simulink\blocks',...
C:\MATLAB\toolbox\simulink\sb2sl',...
C:\MATLAB\toolbox\codegen',...
C:\MATLAB\toolbox\control',...
C:\MATLAB\toolbox\signal',...
C:\MATLAB\toolbox\visual',...
c:\matlab\mx3 l\utility',...
]);
0% Execute startup M-file, if it exists.
ifexist('startup')
startup
end
% Load ACSL exchange file, if it exists.
if exist('acslmatlab.tmp')
load acsl_matlab.tmp -mat
delete acsl_matlab.tmp
end
if exist('imi')
imi
load tri_cal2
Ts=001;
end
APPENDIX I
Custom MATLAB files
(IMI "Remote Control" Panel)
FILE LISTING: "IMI.M'
figure(l)
set(gcf,...
'numbertitleYoff,...
'nameVIMI',...
'resize','ofF,...
'position',[915 32 104 202]);
frame=uicontrol(gcf,...
'style','frame',...
'position',[l 1 102 200]);
startsim=uicontrol(gcf,...
'style','push',...
'position',[2 2 100 25],...
'string'.'Simulink',...
'calIback','s imulink');
startIib=uicontrol(gcf,...
'style','push',...
'position',[2 52 100 25],...
'string','MX31 Library',...
'callback','mx3 1 lib');
startmon=uicontrol(gcf,...
'style','push',...
'position',[2 27 100 25],...
'string','MX3 1 monitor',...
'callback','mon3r);
startdos=uicontrol(gcf,...
'style','push',...
'position',[2 77 100 25],...
'string','TRI Library',...
'callback','trilib');
titlebar=uicontrol(gcf,. . .
'style','text',...
'position',[2 189 100 12],...
'string',"'Remote Control'");
about=uicontrol(gcf,. . .
'style','push',...
'position',[2 106 100 25],...
'string','About.. .',...
'callback','! type imiabout.m |more');
panic=uicontroI(gcf,...
'style'.'push',...
'position',[2 131 100 25],...
'string'/H E L P !',...
'callback','! type imihelp.m |more');
strtdemo=u icontro l(gcf, . . .
'style','push',...
'position',[2 156 100 25],...
'string'.'Demos.. .',...
'callbackytridemos');
APPENDIX J
On-line Help Files
FILE LISTING: "IMIABOUT.M"
About the Controls Lab Station:
This lab station consists of the following hardware:
- 486DX2 80MHz PC w/ 16 Mg RAM
IMI MX3 1 Development System
TRI EP 100/30 Servomotor-driven End Effector
with Force Sensors in fingers
- +/- 10 Vdc Power Supply
- 45 Vdc Power Supply
- Custom "Junction Box" which includes motor amplifier
and Burr Brown Instrumentation Amplifiers for force sensors.
The "Controls Lab Station" allows users to create models of control systems,
and see how they behave on real-world hardware. Currently, the "plant" being
used is a TRI End Effector. This gripper is servo-motor controlled, and has
force sensors in each finger. Therefore, it is possible to create both
position and force control systems.
The MX31 functions as the processor which receives the compiled version of
the model via a serial cable connected to the PC. A junction box was created
to provide amplification for the motor signal, and to filter and amplify the
force sensor output.
The system also has the capability of logging data in real-time, and then
uploading it back to the PC for evaluation.
Quick Steps to creating and running a model:
1. Set your sample time in the Command Window. Usually, 1 ms is good
enough. Use: Ts=.001 <enter>
2. Click on "Simulink" in the Remote Control to open Simulink.
3. Create a new file from the Simulink window.
4. Use the desired blocks from the available libraries, such as
Simulink's "sources", "sinks", etc... Also, use the "MX3 1
Library"
available in the Remote Control for blocks to communicate with the
gripper. The "TRI Library" was created to give easy access to utilities
which make unit conversions for the TRI gripper. For example, encoder
counts >inches of finger travel, etc.
6. Connect the blocks together, set the right parameters, and the click
on "Real-Time
Options"
under the
"Code"
menu on your model window.
7. If you want to store any "To
Workspace"
variables during the time which
the model is running, check the appropriate boxes.
8. Click "Build" to start the compile.
9. Follow the instructions in the windows to download and start the model-
Read the HELP! file for answers to specific questions.
FILE LISTING: "IMIHELP.M"
This HELP! file is intended to give quick answers to questions you
may have while learning how to use the "Controls Lab Station".
Ifyou have a tougher question, or wish to further the research with
this equipment, please see my thesis. A copy will be available in the
lab.
Okay, here we go...
-Tom LeBlanc
Q: What does that interface box do?
A: The Interface Box is used to amplify and filter the motor and force signals
between the TRI Gripper and MX3 1 . In other words, it mates the TRI
Gripper plant to the the IMI MX3 1.
Q: I try to plot something in Matlab, but it doesn't pop up in a graph! (And
there are no error messages)
A: The "remote control"in the lower right corner of the screen is actually a
figure window, and assumes the identity of the default figure. So, Matlab
tries to plot in that window, but cannot. SOLUTION: open another figure
window by typing in the Command Window: figure <enter>
Now, give your plot command again...
Q: How do I tell it I want to log certain values ofmy model?
A: Simply use the "To
Workspace" blocks (in the Simulink "Sources" library).
Place them in your model, and
"splice"
the signal line in. Then, you have
to tell it how to store the data. That is, what size array, and at what
time step to get values. Do this by double clicking the "To
Workspace"
block. Enter the name of the output vector, and for the "Maximum number
of rows", enter the following: [2048 1 .001]
You can change these values, but this is a good starting point. The 2048
means you want 2048 rows, 1 for "take EVERY point", and .001 for "take
a point every
1ms." The data will actually wrap around ifyour model runs
longer than 2048ms... Also, remember that to plot in Matlab, all the
vectors need to be the same length. Therefore, these parameters need to
be the same in ALL the To Workspace blocks that you will want to plot
vs. each other...
Q: How do I download my block diagram?
A: Once your Simulink block diagram is created, save it to disk. This way,
there aren't a million "Untitled" files on the hard drive. Next, choose
"Real-Time Options" under "Code" on the menu bar. This brings up the
Build Window. Ifyou want, to log data, be sure to click on the correct
logging options. Next, choose "Build", and let the PC do its thing.
First, it converts your block diagram to C code, and then compiles it.
It then prompts you to "reset the MX3 1 and press any key to continue"
Once the program has been downloaded, you will see "Waiting..." on the
LED display on the MX3 1 . Also, a new window has opened, the MX3 1 Monitor.
Press I to start to the model running, S to stop it and upload data...
Q: Okay, the model ran okay, but how do I get access to the data it logged?
A: Assuming that you clicked on the right boxes when you built your model,
the MX3 1 has logged the data, and uploaded it back to the PC when you
stopped the model. ("ExitOK" should appear on the front of the MX31)
Then, go to the command window and simply type: load
"model_name" <enter>
where
"modelname" is the name you gave your model when you saved it.
This will load in whatever "To Workspace" variables you included in your
model. Plot them using Matlab's
"plot"
command...
Q: I successfully built my model, downloaded, and ran it. Do I have to
build it again ifl want to run it again?
A: No, you do not have to rebuild as long as NOTHING HAS CHANGED IN YOUR
MODEL. That is, ifyou added another block, or changed any parameters,
etc, it is necessary to build again.
However, to just re-download your mode! again, do this:
a) Go to the command window, and type: ld3 1
"model_name" <enter>
where
"model_name" is the name ofyour simulink model, without any
extension, (ie, to load test.m, type: ld3 1 test <enter>)
b) Wait for the model to finish loading
("Waiting"
will appear on the
MX3 1 display), and then click on "MX3 1
Monitor"
on the "Remote
Control". (When you build and download, this comes up automatically).
Type I to start the model, and S to stop and upload data...
Press any key to exit..
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Sample Force Data
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APPENDIX L
TRI Conversion Equations
SIMULINK representation ofTRI-suppHed conversion eqautions:
in 1
Converts Encoder Counts to Inches of Opening
Thomas LeBlanc April 16,1996
6>
Gain
f(u) f(u) f(u)
thetal XL1 YL1
.7259287
p
Sum Gainl
Yo
f(u) f(u) f(u)
Theta11 XL YL
.7259287
Sum1 Gain2
Yo
** m
Theta F
-H f(u)
X
> 1
out 1
Converts Inches of Opening to Encoder Counts
Thomas LeBlanc April 16,1996
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Algorithm for EP 100/30
D. Set: DF = Differential finger thickness in 1/1000 inch
Given by manufacturer.
o
-1 (0.656082 + DF. +
11.54*
6o = Sin ( 2
"
)
X (1.303 - 1.400 * coa So)
L0
/ 2 2 V
Y = .437 - l/e437 - X
XiO L0
&-,
-
,-60, &t are
1Y F
internal angles.
X , X , Y , Y , Y are
LI L01 LI L01 0
internal dimensions.
Y'
= 1.400 * sin do + Y
0 LO
StoreYo it is good for all .calculations with the given DF.
Goinqfrom known openino_to_counts
X Opening between finger in inches
-1 ri.812 - rx/2 + 1.156 + prn + 11.54
sin [ 2 ]
X = 1.303 - 1,400 * cos %
L-
,
/ 2 2
Y = .437 -m/,437 - X
L V L
"% '
These are used several times
again. Suggest subroutine.
Dy* Yo -- [(1.400 * sin ) + Y ]
L
JBX.
Count 0.00002083
Examples :
For DF = 0.000 Opening ( inches)
1.000
2.000
3.000
4.000
Counts
16,206
32,411
50,256
68,597
Going from Counts to Opening
X = opening of Gripper
DY = Count *0. 00002083
-1
e = sin CDv - Yol
1 [ 1.400 ]
X = [1.303 - 1.400 * cos 6- ]
LI ^_ 1
J- 2 2
""
Y = .437 -,/.437 - X
LI v LI
-1
= sin [Dy - Yo + YL1]
11
[ 1.400 ]
X = [1.303 - 1.400 cos $ J
L 11
2 2~^
Y = .437 - U37 - X ...
L V L
-1
e = sin [Dy - Yo + YL]
F <_
[ 1.400 ]
o
X = 4 * [Sin * (16 1+11.54 ) +0.656082 + DF1
[
JI lyll.5
Examples :
For DF = 0.0000 Counts Opening (inches')
0.606
1.240
1.856
2.437
2.986
3.521
10,r000
20,r000
30,,000
40,,000
50, 000
60, 000
APPENDIXM
Force Control
Mapping Examples
Force Control Example: Thresholded Switching
1
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o
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Grasping Force Error
Force Control Example: Proportional Mapping
1
0.8 /
0.6 /
Q.
o
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C
55 -'.
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APPENDIX N
Other Control Demonstrations
3.1.1 Position Control With Negative Feedback
Step Input
Motion .
Control
QUAD-Cnts
16-bit Counts
Distance Traveled
Counts>lnches
fig. 3. 1.3
A constant input (step input with zero delay) is fed to the motion controller (16-bit DAC). The 16-bit
Counts block gives us feedback in the form ofencoder counts, from the TRI's incremental encoder, which
is converted into inches and subtracted'from the input at the sum block. This gives the negative feedback
or
"decaying"
error effect. Ideally, when the error equals zero the gripper will stop at the appropriate
location. Some difficulties with this kind of simple control are the dead band zone and inertial effects.
Around 0.2 and 0.3 volts input, the gripper will stop moving due to various friction forces and mechanical
loses within the TRI. Inertial effects become obvious as the gain is increased. A high enough gain will
actually cause the gripper to overshoot the target location.
3.1.2
'
Position Control With Constant Voltage Input
Constant
16-bit DAC
1
Motion
Control
QUAD-Cnts
Constantl
Counts >lnches1
16-bit Counts
A STOP
Switch Stop Simulation
Constant
Instead ofusing a
"decaying"
error, such as in the previous example, a constant voltage is input to the
motion controller (16-bit DAC) in a open loop process. Feedback, again, comes in the form ofencoder
counts and is converted to inches (16-bit counts); though, in this case, the distance to be traveled is stored
in the Switch block. Initially a 0 is fed to the switch allowing the gripper to continue. Once the distance
traveled exceeds the switch threshold (the desired displacement), the switch
"Flips"
up to the
" 1" input.
The simulation is stopped once the Stop block detects the "1." Some problems associatedwith this are
inertia and response time. Inertia of the moving gripperwill cause overshoot and the response time of the
MX3 1 controllerwill lead to errors.
0.22
chart 1
Decaying Error (negative feedback)
Constant Voltage Input
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Time, s
chart 2
1 .2 1 .4
The two graphs show the characteristic movement (position vs. time) for the two types of control.
3.1.3 Calibration Position Control
Sum1
Stop Simutation
Gain
Motion
Control
DAC
16-bKDAC
fig. 3.3.1
This "calibration" routine was created to provide a safe position for the gripper - to ensure that the gripper
will not try to open or close beyond its range during any of the demos; it is strongly recommended that this
routine be run before each other demo if there is any doubt that there might be a problem. The gripper is
closed by providing it with a positive voltage (IV). As soon a force is detected by the gripper's sensors.
the velocity is switched to a negative IV and the gripper opens for 1.5 seconds. This was measured to be
1 open.
This control system makes special use of product blocks, the unit delay, and feedback loops to implement
the necessary logic. When the voltage supplied to the gripper is positive (the gripper is closing) "Switch
2"'
is high, sending a +1V to the main sum block and on to drive the gripper. The
"open" drive voltage input
to the main sum block is 0 since that switch is also high. The two offset step inputs provide a pulse to start
the gripper closing. If this pulse was not here, the.gripper would immediately open as the threshold for the
voltage switches are set at 0. 1.
3.2.1 Velocity Control - Sine Wave Input
IF]
Motion
Control >
DAC
II VI
Sine Wave
w
16-bit DAC
k. _/ _:.
e
To Workspace
Motion
Control
QUAD-Cnts
16-bit Counts
H feedback]
Counts^Inches To Workspace*.
fig. 3.2.1
In this demo, voltage input is in the form ofa sine wave. The feed back blocks were used for data
collection and graphing purposes only. Since this is an open loop demo, there is no real feedback.
Comparison of Voltage Inputwith Displacement Output
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3.3.1 Simple Force Control
> AIO-12/2
ADC
hi "*& \_y w
12-bit ADC Volts->
Avg. Gripper Force
Butterworth
IIR LP Filter
0 1
Constant
Gain
Motion
Control
DAC
w
<
w
i
16-bit DAC
Constant!
fig. 3.3.1
A constant input to the motion controller (16-bit DAC) closes the gripper. Force feedback, in the form of
voltage, is converted to lbs. and fed to the switch. When the desired force (or switch threshold) is attained
the switch will toggle, and 0 volts (no voltage) will be fed to drive the TRI gripper (in other words, the
gripper stops). The lowpass filter is used to eliminate "spikes" due to sudden accelerations and initial part
contact. This type of force control would be a problem if delicate objects were being moved or ifprecision
forces were required. This method ofcontrol has a tendency to overshoot for the same reasons (inertia and
response time) the Constant Voltage Position demo does. A more precise, closed loop method would be
more applicable to applications such as picking up an egg or other fragile objects.
3.3.2 Force Control With Negative Feedback
, AIO-12/23
ADC Pj
12-bitADC Volts~>
Avg. GripperForce
Sum Look-Up
Table
Saturation.1 Garni
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fig. 3.3.2
Force feedback, in volts, is relayed from the TRI force sensors through the 12-bit ADC (analog to digital
converter). The voltage is then converted to an appropriate force, values above 24 and below zero are
saturated (kept within specified bounds), and the final values are subtracted from the desired stopping force
in the Sum block. From here the resultant value is fed into a look up table. The function of the look up
table is relatively simple. Force values entering the look-up table form an input vector which corresponds
to a preset output voltage. The inputs will be linearly interpolated and referenced to a corresponding
output vector that feeds an appropriate voltage to the motion controller. The second saturation block,
which is not needed if the look-up table is correctly formatted, will saturate anything above and below +1
and -1. Finally, the integrator is used to eliminate steady state error and the 16-bit DAC (digital to analog
converter) drives the gripper.
The look-up table for this demo is fairly simple. Input values between 20 and 10 will output a 1. Between
1 1 and 1 the output ramps down to 0 in 0.1 increments. Values between 1 and -1 are considered acceptable
stopping points, thus a 0 is output. From -1 to -20, the same magnitudes are output as from 1 to 20, though
in the negative. Negative outputs from the sum block indicate the desired force has been exceeded and will
result in the gripper reopening until a satisfactory force is reached. The ramps down and up are used to
slow the gripper as it approaches the 3 lb. target. This is an attempt to map force and velocity, and also
minimize inertial problems. Ideally, a more complex look-up table could be used to map the two more
closely.
This type ofcontrol would be well suited for applications where delicate objects, such as an egg, are being
handled and/or precision force control is required.
4. 1 Force and Position Control to Determine Spring Constant
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fig. 4. 1
I fa spring closed in the gripper, information on change in force and change in position can be used to
determine the spring constant. The upper two portions of the diagram, which are identical to those in the
Constant Voltage Position Control demo, are used to close the gripper a specified amount. Position
information is fed to the MATLAB workspace under the variable-name "position." The lower part of the
diagram is used to feed force information (l 2-bit ADC and volts to force blocks) back to the workspace to
the variable
"force." The position and force information can be opened up and manipulated in MATLAB
(see chart 4).
5.1 Definitions
Some of the terms mentioned in this paper are defined in detail here:
deadzone - When the applied voltage is no longer able to drive the motor, the gripper enters a dead
zone. In the.Negative Feedback Voltage Control Demo (see Position Control Demos), distance moved is
subtracted from the desired total displacement. This is converted to a proportional driving voltage and fed
into the Motion Controller. As the gripper approaches the desired amount ofdisplacement, the input
voltage to the motion controller drops. The voltage drops to a point that is too low to drive the motor and
the gripper stops. It has just entered the dead zone. Increasing the gain into the Motion Controller tends to
reduce the size of the dead zone.
bandwidth - The gripper has a finite response time. It is possible for the controller to be sending
commands faster than the gripper can comply. The frequency that pushes the gripper out of
synchronization with the controller defines the bandwidth.
DAC- Digital to Analog Converter. This transforms discrete signal information to a continuous signal
that can be interpreted by the gripper. Control signals from SIMULINK must be converted to analog
signals. An example is the "Motion Control DAC" block, which outputs voltage (drive voltage) values to
the controller.
ADC- Analog to Digital Converter. This is the opposite of a DAC. It converts Analog to Digital. This
is necessary, for example, when reading in force values from the gripper's sensors. The analog signal is
converted to a format MATLAB can handle.
5.3 Windows
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5.2 Files
The following are the provided sample control systems, saved as SIMULINK block diagrams in
MATLAB, and their descriptions.
filename description
rontedl.m Drives the gripper with a voltage, varying as a sine wave (1 to -1)
ronted2.m Closes the gripper 1" using negative position feedback
ronted3.m Closes the gripper I" using a constant voltage (velocity) and a counter/switch
ronted4.m Closes the gripper to 41bs and stops (simple force control)
ronted5.m Force and displacement monitoring to determine the spring constant of a spring
ronted7.m Grips with a set force of 31bs - opens ifmore force is encountered, closes if less (complex
force control)
calibdem.m Closes the gripper until a force is encountered (when the jaws are completely closed) and
then-opens for 1 .5 seconds (corresponding to 1 .9")
The files used to create the graphical user interface for this demonstration module are:
filename description
TRIDemos.m Parent window, opened from the IMI "Remote
Control"
graphical user interface
developed by Tom LeBlanc.
posdem.m Contains the position control demonstrations (calibdem, ronted2, ronted3)
veldem.m Contains the velocity control demonstrations (ronted 1 )
fordem.m Contains the force control demonstrations (ronted4, ronted7)
instrdem.m Instructions for how to use the demonstration module
aboutdem.m Information about this demonstration module
